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The Bulgarian National Bank’s major objective is to maintain price stability by ensuring national currency stability. This stability is guaranteed by the currency board adopted
ten years ago on 1 July 1997: it is the basis of Bulgaria’s economic policy. Under the Law
on the Bulgarian National Bank and in compliance with currency board principles, BNB
monetary liabilities are entirely covered by international foreign currency reserves at a
fixed exchange rate of BGN 1000 per DEM 1 (as of 1999: BGN 1.95583 per EUR 1). The
economic policy implemented since 1997 by the Bank and three consecutive governments revived public and foreign investor confidence in the Bulgarian economy, the banking system, and the national currency. Bulgaria’s economic and political stability in the
past decade facilitated preparations for the country’s 1 January 2007 accession to the
European Union.
With Bulgaria’s EU accession, the Bank became a member of the European System
of Central Banks (ESCB) and the Governor of the BNB a member of the General Council
of the European Central Bank (ECB). On 2 January 2007 the BNB paid its contribution due
into ECB capital. BNB representatives now actively participate in discussions and decision making in the 12 ESCB committees and 29 working groups to them. Cooperation between the Bank and government on preparing positions and participating in discussions
on economic and monetary union, financial services, statistics, and EU enlargement continued.
Consistent and transparent economic policy aimed at macroeconomic stability and
EU membership made Bulgaria attractive to foreign investors. The sizable capital inflow
boosted international foreign currency reserves whose market value reached EUR 9567.1
million by the end of June 2007.
The policy of limiting interest rate risk adopted early in the second quarter of 2006
remained in force in managing BNB international foreign currency reserves whose maximum asset duration remained under six months.
Organizing, maintaining and developing payment systems and creating conditions
for integrating into pan-European payment infrastructures are important BNB tasks. To this
end, in January the National Payment Systems Committee discussed the Single Euro Payment Area (SEPA) and TARGET2 projects.
The banking regulatory framework changed entirely in early 2007 with the adoption
of the new Law on Credit Institutions and associated changes to BNB instruments. The
same period saw the start of the Basel II capital framework being applied. In the first half
of 2007 banks focused mainly on providing capital resources to ensure smooth introduction of the new regulatory framework.
The dropping of credit growth restrictions in early 2007 and continuing favourable
macroeconomic conditions boosted bank lending. Claims on the non-government sector
by the end of June 2007 grew by 47.8 per cent, loans to the corporate sector increasing
faster than household loans. Current monitoring and supervisory inspections of banks evidenced a stable banking system with liquidity sufficient to cover borrowed funds and
good profitability.
BNB efforts in house focused on increasing efficiency and improving operational organization. Between January and June the Bank worked with fewer employees than in the
corresponding period of 2006. Investment related to participation in the ESCB accounted
for 17 per cent of the Bank’s total spend.

Summary

Summary
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I.

Economic Development in the First Half of 2007

The external environment in the first half of 2007 was favourable. Relatively high euro
area growth helped Bulgaria’s economy, boosting real GDP growth to 6.4 per cent. Unemployment levels marked a sixteen year low. The stable and predictable macroeconomic
environment and high Bulgarian investment returns continued attracting foreign investment and external loans. Investment activity accelerated, contributing together with high
consumption demand to imports increases. The balance of payments trade deficit, main
factor behind the increase in the balance of payments current account deficit, continued
rising. Foreign direct investment financed 81.3 per cent of the current account deficit, the
overall balance of payment remaining positive. BNB international reserves picked up by
EUR 640.3 million (valuation adjustments excluded).
The currency board principle under which currency issue must match foreign reserve inflow at the fixed lev euro rate, determines the link between central bank international reserve dynamics and changes in reserve money. From the start of 2007 all monetary aggregates recorded high growth, with broad money growing by 28.4 per cent by
the end of June. Removing administrative constraints on credit growth boosted lending,
claims on the non-government sector picking up by 47.8 per cent on an annual basis.
Rising world prices of certain commodities, chiefly oil and food, influenced domestic prices. Inflation accumulated since the year’s start measured by the Harmonized Index
of Consumer Prices came to 2.8 per cent and the annual increase was 5.3 per cent.
Greatest contributors to this were food, transportation fuel, and public catering.
Interbank market liquidity remained high, with transaction volume rising on 2006.
Average interest on interbank deposits and repo transactions was 3.72 per cent. Average
monthly interest on interbank deposits varied from 3.53 per cent in January to 3.98 per
cent in June. This reflected European Central Bank main refinancing operations interest
rate rises. The equity market featured accelerated growth, market capitalization of Bulgarian Stock Exchange, Sofia companies reaching 40 per cent of GDP by June.
Favourable Bulgarian economic trends and the Ministry of Finance policy on reducing government and government guaranteed debt were noted by international rating
agencies: in March Moody’s raised the outlook on Baa3 long-term government bonds in
foreign and local currency to positive from stable.

1. The External Environment
In the first half of 2007 leading economies recorded relatively high GDP growth. Global economic indicators marked a spurt, reaching the highest levels since the first half of
2006. The industry and services business climate also improved significantly over the review period.
As regards euro area business climate, the favourable trend was sustained at its
highest levels since 2000. European Union GDP growth continued its high rates of the
second half of 2006, reaching 3.3 per cent and 2.8 per cent in the first and second quarters of 2007. Investment and increasing net exports played key growth roles. The US
economy grew less rapidly due to the dip in housing investment, down 16.4 per cent on
the corresponding period in 2006 and a 0.9 percentage point negative contribution to
GDP growth. Over the first half of the review year China’s economy grew far beyond expectations by 11.5 per cent, due to massive investment in fixed assets and positive net
exports.
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(%)

Growth

EU-27
Euro area (13)
Newly acceded
countries (11)
USA
Japan
China

Inflation
2007

2005

2006

1.8
1.5

3.0
2.8

3.3
3.2

4.6
3.2
1.9
10.4

6.2
3.3
2.2
11.1

6.4
1.5
2.6
10.3

2007

2006

2.8
2.5

2.3
2.2

2.3
2.2

2.2
1.9

2.2
1.9

8.7
8.6

7.9
7.9

7.2
7.2

7.0
7.0

6.0
1.9
2.3
11.3

3.7
3.4
-0.4
1.8

3.2
3.2
0.2
1.5

3.4
2.4
0.4
2.7

3.7
2.7
0.7
3.6

12.0
5.1
4.4
4.2

10.0
4.6
4.1
4.1

8.4
4.5
4.0
:

8.3
4.5
3.8
:

I quarter II quarter

I quarter II quarter

2005

Unemployment
2007
2006

2005

I quarter II quarter

Note: Inflation in newly acceded countries has been computed by weighing harmonized indices of individual countries’ consumer
prices based on EU-25 countries weights in HICP.

Sources: Eurostat, Bureau of Labour Statistics, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Statistics Bureau of Japan, National Bureau
of Statistics of China, BNB computations.

Key Federal Reserve System and ECB Interest Rates
(2003 – June 2007)
(%)

Sources: ECB, Federal Reserve System.

The European Central Bank continued gradual rate rises by raising interest on main
refinancing operations twice by 25 basis points to 4 per cent by the end of June1 . Upside
short-term euro area inflation risks were said to be the main driver of these decisions. In
view of the relatively balanced inflation risk2, the US Federal Reserve System did not
change federal fund rates.
Global inflation remained close to its 2006 levels. Over the review period average
monthly euro area inflation was 1.9 per cent, with 2.5 per cent in the US. The relatively
warm winter eased demand pressures on crude oil prices in the first months of 2007, but
from February prices began rising, Brent crude reaching USD 77 a barrel by mid-year.
This reflected mainly supply uncertainties from reduced OPEC production quotas and a
considerable fall in Nigerian exports. Volatile metal prices picked up by 26 per cent on the
first half of 2006. Short-term expectations of more moderate global growth cut demand,
reducing most metal prices in mid-year. Bad weather pushed food prices up by 11 per
cent on the corresponding period last year. Anticipating very poor harvests in Canada, the
EU, Ukraine, Russia, and Australia, cereal and oil seed prices went up by 19 and 15 per
cent, a considerable increase on the first half of 2006. Sugar prices fell by 40 per cent on
the first half of last year due to increased production.
1
2

The ECB raised main refinancing operations rates on 14 March and 13 June 2007.
On 18 September 2007 the Federal Reserve System cut rates by 50 basis points to 4.75 per cent. On 31 October 2007
rates fell again by 25 basis points to 4.5 per cent.

Economic Development in the First Half of 2007

Major Macroeconomic Indicators
(average annual change)
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In the first half of 2007 leading indices continued to be driven by the 2006 increase
in stock market volatility. Within two weeks, between the end of February and the beginning of March, most leading indices fell significantly by 5–6 points as expectations of further slowdowns in US growth hit the Shanghai stock exchange and gradually spread.
Within a month stock markets had recovered their late February levels. By June leading indices increased moderately on the year’s start. In Europe the Dow Jones EURO STOXX 50
and Dow Jones STOXX EU Enlarged 15 went up by 9.8 per cent and 12.3 per cent respectively, while in the US the NASDAQ Composite and Dow Jones Industrial rose by 6.7
per cent and 8.9 per cent. Increased financial market volatility is a natural aspect of their
recent globalization which facilitated large capital transfers and their diversification in different regions.

Major Stock Exchange Indices

Sources: Dow Jones, NASDAQ, STOXX.

2. The Bulgarian Economy
Economic
Growth and
Inflation

In the first half of 2007 Bulgarian growth accelerated to 6.4 per cent, up by 1.1 percentage points on the same period last year.

Real GDP Growth by Final Use Constituents
(%)

January–June
GDP
Household consumption
Government consumer expenditure
Collective consumption
Gross fixed capital formation
Exports of goods and services
Imports of goods and services
Source: NSI.

6.0
6.8
9.8
-1.1
16.5
11.2
16.1

2006
July–December
6.2
8.2
-1.6
3.9
18.4
7.1
14.3

2007
January–June
6.4
7.7
-1.1
-0.8
29.6
4.1
11.9
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Contribution of Final Use Constituent to GDP Growth
(%, percentage points, on corresponding period of previous year)

Source: NSI.

Negative foreign trade balances continued impacting GDP growth due to low exports growth and continuously rising imports. Refurbishment of non-ferrous metal works
and cuts in power generation hit exports. Final domestic demand and intermediate consumption had a large import component, with imported goods coming to 70 per cent of investment into fixed capital. Raw materials and energy commodity imports satisfied some
30 per cent of intermediate consumption. Investment and production goods continued
dominating import amount and dynamics. Meanwhile, the upward trend in the share of imported consumer goods in overall household consumption continued.

Gross Value Added Real Growth
(%)

2006
Jan. – June

July – Dec.

2007
Jan. – June

Agriculture and forestry
Industry
Services

-3.2
7.9
6.2

-1.3
8.6
6.1

-2.3
9.1
8.8

Total (base prices)

6.1

6.0

8.2

Source: NSI.

In the first half of 2007 gross value added picked up by 8.2 per cent on the relevant
period of the prior year: among the highest rates in the last 17 years. Manufacturing and
financial intermediation led here with 15 and 40 per cent respective contributions. Value
added growth in industry reflected stable domestic sales and slowing export sales growth,
especially compared to this time last year. While non-ferrous metals and power generation
hit exports, other sectors, which employ over 80 per cent of the workforce, saw two digit
export sales increases.

Economic Development in the First Half of 2007

Household consumption picked up by 7.7 per cent, mainly driven by rising real
wages and employment. The downward trend in unemployment continued, reflecting
favourable labour market conditions; the 6.8 per cent unemployment in the second quarter of the review year marking a sixteen year low.
Investment in fixed capital, with a real growth of 30 per cent on an annual basis,
contributed most to growth in the first half year. Manufacturing, energy and trade were the
sectors with most investment. Capital formation dynamics and its sectoral distribution suggest that the Bulgarian economy is undergoing intensive productive capacity and export
potential renewal.

Bulgarian National Bank. Report • January – June 2007
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Unit Labour Cost (Total Economy)
(four-quarter moving average)
(1998 = 100)

Sources: NSI, BNB.

Unit Labour Cost (Manufacturing)
(four-quarter moving average)
(1998 = 100)

Sources: NSI, BNB.

Strong investment activity and technology upgrades boosted labour productivity.
Value added per employee increased by 4.9 per cent in the first half of 2007 against a
background of employment growing by 3.2 per cent. Greatest contributors to improved
productivity were manufacturing and financial intermediation with respective rises of 13
and 30 per cent. High export sales in most sectors and productivity growth pointed at sustained economic competitiveness despite growing wages and a trend to a gradual increase in real unit labour costs. Keeping real wage growth below that of labour productivity for a long period improved businesses’ finances and their production facilities, enabling them to stay competitive despite the rise in labour costs in the first half of 2007.
By June 2007 HICP inflation accumulated since the start of the year was 0.8 percentage points (lower than over the same period of the prior year) and came to 2.8 per
cent.
In the first half of 2007 inflation was driven mainly by world fuel prices, rising food
prices, and the contribution of non-foods, while in the same period of 2006 tobacco was
a major inflationary factor due to the excise duty rise.
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HICP Inflation Accumulated since Year’s Start*
January – June
2006

2007

Inflation (%)

3.52

2.75

Contribution (percentage points)
Processed foods (excl. tobacco products)
Unprocessed foods
Energy products (excl. those with administratively set prices)
Industrial goods (excl. energy products and those with administratively set prices)
Services (excl. those with administratively set prices)
Public catering
Tobacco products
Goods and services with administratively set prices (excl. tobacco products)
Water supply and sewerage services
Charges related to personal transportation vehicles
Medical and hospital services

0.28
-0.41
0.31
0.12
0.64
0.28
2.25
0.33
0.00
0.02
0.05

0.68
-0.40
0.83
0.49
0.83
0.49
-0.25
0.57
0.15
0.16
0.10

* This structure corresponds to the Eurostat classification used to present in a comparable manner the major components of HICP for
euro area and EU countries. These components include: processed foods (incl. alcohol and tobacco products), unprocessed foods
(meat; fish and seafood; fruits; vegetables), energy products (electricity; solid, liquid and gaseous fuels for households; heating;
fuels and lubricants for personal transportation vehicles), non-energy industrial goods and services (incl. catering services). With the
purpose of distinguishing the effects of goods and services with administratively set prices and goods whose prices largely depend
on changes in excise rates (tobacco products), their prices are excluded from the major HICP groups under Eurostat.

Sources: NSI, BNB.

HICP Inflation
(on an annual basis)
(%)

Sources: NSI, BNB.

The oil price rise which started in February 2007 made transportation fuels 12.7 per
cent dearer by the end of June than in December 2006. Increases higher than those in
2006 occurred in bread and corn (up 4.1 per cent on December 2006), animal and vegetable fats and oils (up 12.4 per cent) and milk, dairy products and eggs (up 1 per cent).
Factors there were the rise in world and domestic wheat prices, poor weather for the sunflower harvest, and the lack of the usual mid-year fall in certain dairy prices. Services,
public catering in particular, contributed most to accumulated inflation (0.2 percentage
points more than in the first six months of 2006).
Administratively set water supply and refuse collection prices had the strongest impact on inflation since the year’s start (13.2 per cent and 14.5 per cent on average nationwide), along with road tax (up 60 per cent at the beginning of the year) and medical services (up by 12.5 per cent in line with medical examination fees3 ).
3

Examination fees are 10 per cent of the minimum wage. From 1 January 2007 the minimum wage rose from BGN 160 to
BGN 180.
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Following a period of stabilization at 4.5 per cent on average between February and
April, in June 2007 inflation picked up to 5.3 per cent on an annual basis mainly due to
accelerated growth in food prices. By the end of the first half year, inflation, excluding
administratively set prices, tobacco and energy commodities, reached 6.3 per cent4 .
The Balance
of Payments

The inflow of significant finance through foreign direct investment and external loans
was due to high Bulgarian returns and greatly helped growth and the intensive restructuring process. Foreign direct investment increased by EUR 302 million on the first half of
2006 and came to EUR 2366.4 million. This covered 81.3 per cent of the current account
deficit which went up by EUR 1149.1 on the corresponding period last year. The financial
account surplus was EUR 4033.9 million against EUR 1378.9 million in 2006.
The rise in the balance of payments trade deficit to EUR 1052.6 million contributed
most significantly to the increase in the current account deficit. According to preliminary
data for the January to June 2007 period, exports picked up by EUR 429 million (7.5 per
cent) on the corresponding period of the prior year and imports of goods (FOB) by
EUR 1481.7 million (18.6 per cent). The slowdown in exports was mainly due to planned
refurbishment in non-ferrous metallurgy, lower electric power exports, and certain discrepancies in newly introduced Intrastat5 reporting. In the first half-year greatest commodity
group contributors to exports were cast-iron, iron and steel (2.2 percentage points), textile materials (1.5 percentage points) and machines and equipment (1.2 percentage
points). Over the review period machines and equipment (3.2 percentage points) and
cast-iron, iron and steel had the greatest contribution to export growth, while crude oil and
natural gas had a negative contribution (-1 percentage point).
Significant finance inflows resulted in a positive overall balance of payments of
EUR 895.6 million, with BNB reserve assets growing by EUR 640.3 million in the first half
of 2007 without taking valuation adjustments into account.
Some inward financial flows represented borrowings. According to preliminary data
total external debt was EUR 21.2 billion in June 2007, up by EUR 1507.2 million on December 2006. Public and publicly guaranteed debt reached EUR 4034.9 million (19 per
cent of the total): a decrease of EUR 465.7 million due to repayments of global bonds in
February 2007 and prepayment of the outstanding debt to the IMF in April 2007. Private
non-guaranteed external debt went up by EUR 1972.9 million (13 per cent) to EUR 17.1
billion owing mainly to intercompany loans and foreign direct investment and to the rise in
borrowed funds in the private non-bank sector.

Public
Finance

By the end of the review period the accumulated cash surplus on the consolidated
fiscal programme was BGN 2161.6 million and comprised 3.9 per cent of expected GDP6
for the year. The primary balance came to BGN 2567.7 million or 4.6 per cent of projected
GDP. Total revenue and grants came to BGN 11,254.9 million (up 17.4 per cent on an
annual basis). Revenue growth was mainly due to earnings from direct tax (8.2 percentage points) reflecting the sizable increase in businesses’ revenue, employment and wage
growth. Consolidated fiscal programme expenditure (EU budget contribution excluded)
came to BGN 8821.3 million in the first half of 2007 with the annual growth rate increasing by 7.8 per cent. Bulgaria’s contribution to the EU budget was BGN 272.0 million or
42.9 per cent of that projected in the State Budget Law of the Republic of Bulgaria.
The fiscal reserve grew by 21.2 per cent since the start of the year (from
BGN 5845.7 million to BGN 7084.4 million by the end of June) despite IMF debt prepayments of BGN 449.8 million. The ratio of government and government guaranteed debt to
GDP fell by 4.5 percentage points on the end of 2006 and to 20.2 per cent in mid-2007.
The share of domestic debt in government and government guaranteed debt was 27 per
cent.
4
5

6

For a detailed analysis of inflation see Economic Review, issue 3/2007.
A system recording member states’ imports and exports of goods was introduced on EU accession on 1 January 2007.
Problems with the scope and quality of initial data registration were encountered with the introduction of Intrastat. Data on
the January to June 2007 period are preliminary and import and export figures are expected to be revised. For further
details on Intrastat, see Economic Review, issue 1/2007, p. 42 and Economic Review, issue 2/2007, p. 40.
Expected GDP for the year is BGN 55,678.2 million.
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Over the period under review monetary aggregates continued growing healthily
driven by buoyant trading and foreign investment. Broad money posted an annual growth
of 28.4 per cent by the end of June. Over the January to June 2007 period M1 rose by
BGN 1728.2 million; by the end of June it had grown by 32.5 per cent on an annual basis. In the first half-year currency outside banks grew by BGN 160.3 million to 16.1 per
cent on an annual basis, while overnight deposits rose by BGN 1567.9 million (an annual
increase of 43.8 per cent). From January to June quasi-money rose by BGN 1584.2 million, an annual growth of 24.5 per cent. Deposits with maturities of up to two years grew
by BGN 1323.2 million and those redeemable at notice of up to three months by BGN 261
million, their annual growth reaching 24.1 and 26.7 per cent respectively.

Monetary Aggregates
(annual growth)
(%)

Source: BNB.

Claims on Non-government Sector
(annual change)
(%)

Source: BNB.

In the first six months of 2007 lending to the non-government sector went up by
BGN 6607.7 million, its annual growth being 47.8 per cent. Favourable macroeconomic
developments and strong credit demand by corporations and households, as well as the
dropping of credit constraints at the year’s start7 were the main factors here. Within the
7

Additional required reserves were introduced in the second quarter of 2005 as an administrative measure to curb bank
credit growth.

Economic Development in the First Half of 2007

The
Financial
Sector
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six-month period claims on non-financial corporations grew by BGN 4675.5 million, with
the annual growth rate coming to 53.9 per cent. Claims on households grew by
BGN 1886.1 million, an annual growth of 38.6 per cent as of end-June.
Household and non-financial corporation deposits, the major source of lending expansion, went up by BGN 1458.1 million and BGN 927.5 million. Attracted non-residents’
funds (BGN 1137.9 million) and cutting back on foreign assets (BGN 1367.4 million) were
the other sources used by the banks to fund lending.

Average Interest Rate on Interbank Money Market
(%)

Source: BNB.

In the first half-year the total number of interbank money market transactions grew by
28.1 per cent. Deposits comprised 93.4 per cent of turnover, with repos at 4 per cent, and
outright transactions in government securities 2.6 per cent. The average interbank interest rate on deposits and repos came to 3.72 per cent, while its average monthly rate fluctuated between 3.53 per cent in January and 3.98 per cent in June. The increase in the
interest rate reflected the ECB raising interest on main refinancing operations by 25 basis
points in March and June 2007.
The total foreign currency market turnover came to EUR 74.5 billion in the first half
of 20078 and was double that of the same period last year, mainly due to foreign currency
trading between the BNB and commercial banks. Interbank trading turnover (BNB excluded) fell by EUR 284.3 million compared to the same period in 2006, and final customer trading went up 26.9 per cent.
Ministry of Finance BGN-denominated issues included three-month discount treasury bills and three, five and ten-year fixed rate treasury bonds. Issues of three-month discount government securities were more frequent (three in the half year against two in the
first six months of 2006), while total nominal placement value fell to BGN 45 million. Placements of three and five-year securities fell to BGN 90 million (down 16.5 and 33.3 per cent
respectively), while the nominal value of ten-year securities came to BGN 120 million
(down by 7.7 per cent on the corresponding period of 2006).
Outright transactions in domestic government securities between banks (including
investment intermediaries approved as primary dealers) in the secondary government securities market totaled BGN 986.5 million (up 41.7 per cent on the first half of 2006). BGNdenominated bond turnover went up 37.2 per cent to BGN 875.9 million. EUR-denominated bond turnover doubled to BGN 107.7 million, while the trade in USD-denominated
bonds issued under ZUNK fell to BGN 2.9 million (down by 44.2 per cent).
8

Turnover includes commercial bank transactions (including the BNB) in foreign currency against levs with a spot value
date, same day value date, and next business day value date.
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Economic Development in the First Half of 2007

By the end of the review period EUR-denominated global bonds maturing in 2013
were quoted at 113 per cent of nominal value and USD-denominated global bonds maturing in 2015 at 115 per cent. The price of USD-denominated bonds under ZUNK hovered
around their nominal value. In March Moody’s upgraded the Baa3 rating outlook for Bulgarian foreign and local currency long-term government securities from stable to positive.
Corporate and municipal bonds were traded actively on the OTC market with subsequent registration on the stock exchange. The total volume of bourse trade in corporate
and municipal bonds totaled BGN 171.1 million, up 6.5 per cent on the same period of
2006.
The volume of the primary public offering market on the Bulgarian Stock Exchange,
Sofia was formed by trading in rights on shares and came to BGN 6.2 million, while the
turnover of shares on the secondary market reached BGN 2458.4 million (plus BGN 1.8
million payments through the Central Depositary on transactions on the OTC market).
Share price indices rose and by June market capitalization of companies traded on
the Bulgarian Stock Exchange, Sofia was BGN 20,777.4 million or 40 per cent of GDP
(BGN 15,265 million or 31.1 per cent of GDP by the end of 2006).
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II.

Gross International Reserves

Gross international reserves are managed in compliance with the Law on the Bulgarian National Bank requirements and international financial market opportunities.9 BNB
gross international reserves comprise the assets on the Issue Department’s balance sheet
and their role is to provide complete cover for monetary liabilities under the fixed exchange rate of the lev to the euro.10 The excess of gross international reserves over monetary liabilities forms the Banking Department Deposit item or the net value in the Issue
Department’s balance sheet.11
The new information system for international reserve management, a BNB priority
project, went live by the end of 2006. It became the main system for foreign reserve management from the start of 2007. Covering all units involved in international reserve management, the system boosts Bank efficiency while cutting manual processing and operational risk considerably. It measures real time risk exposures, monitors investment limits
and provides for future introductions of instruments in accordance with the Law on the
BNB. The system allows a sharp increase in the number and volume of transactions without additional human resources.

1. The Amount and Structure of Gross International
Reserves
By the end of the first half-year the market value of gross international reserves came
to EUR 9567.1 million, an increase of EUR 647.42 million or 6.77 per cent on the end of
2006. The change resulted from net monetary inflows of EUR 507.90 million, earnings of
EUR 142.21 million from investing international reserves, and EUR -2.69 million foreign
currency revaluation losses.

Large Cash Flows
(net)
(million EUR)

2007

External flows
Total for the period
Purchases and sales of euro
at tills
commercial banks, incl.
purchases from commercial banks
sales to commercial banks
Flows on accounts of commercial banks, the MF, etc.
minimum required reserves
Government and other depositors

2007

II quarter

I quarter

Jan. – June

2006
Jan. – June

538
1081
-10
1 091
11 283
10 192
-543
-360
-183

-30
101
-12
113
3 732
3 619
-131
296
-427

508
1182
-22
1 204
15 015
13 811
-674
-64
-610

440
773
-12
785
5 708
4 923
-333
604
-937

Source: BNB.
9

The period under review saw no Law on the BNB amendments concerning the regulatory framework for gross international reserve management.
Article 28, paragraph 3 of the Law on the BNB comprehensively lists assets which may comprise gross international reserves: monetary gold; Special Drawing Rights; banknotes and coins in freely convertible foreign currency; funds in freely
convertible foreign currency held by the BNB on accounts with foreign central banks or other financial institutions with one
of the two highest ratings by two internationally recognized credit rating agencies; BNB debt instruments issued by foreign countries, central banks, other foreign financial institutions, or international financial organizations assigned one of
the two highest ratings by two internationally recognized credit rating agencies with the exception of collateralized debt
instruments; the balance on accounts receivable and payable on BNB forward or repo agreements with (or guaranteed
by) foreign central banks, public international financial organizations or other foreign financial institutions with one of the
two highest ratings from two internationally recognized credit agencies; and BNB futures and options which bind non-residents and which are payable in freely convertible foreign currency. The law stipulates that these assets are estimated at
market value.
11 According to Article 28, paragraph 1 of the Law on the BNB, ‘the aggregate amount of monetary liabilities of the Bulgarian National Bank shall not exceed the lev equivalent of gross international reserves,’ with the lev equivalent determined
on the basis of the fixed exchange rate.
10
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(million EUR)

Source: BNB.

In the structure of BNB liabilities, monetary liabilities denominated in Bulgarian levs
and euro exceeded 99.5 per cent on average over the half year. As regards international
reserve currency structure, the share of euro-denominated assets grew mainly due to BNB
net purchases of EUR 1204 million from commercial banks. The decrease in the share of
gold-denominated assets over the review period reflected the increase in euro-denominated assets and the fall of gold prices on international markets.

Currency Structure of International Reserves
(%)

Currency
Euro
US dollar
Gold
Special Drawing Rights

Issue Department balance sheet assets
2006

January – June 2007

90.9
0.5
8.0
0.5

92.0
0.4
7.2
0.4

Note: Average data for the period.

Source: BNB.

In the structure of assets by instrument, the share of investment in securities grew to
around 72 per cent on average for the period, while investment into the money market instruments fell. The relatively higher yield from short-term securities compared to short-term
deposits with non-resident financial institutions which are BNB counterparties and the
chance for further portfolio diversification were the factors behind investment decisions
taken over the period.

Structure of Gross International Reserves by Financial Instrument
(%)

Instruments

2006

Vault cash*
Deposits**
Securities**
Gold in the vault

16.1
14.6
66.1
3.2

* Financial instruments with a maturity of up to three days, including all overnight deposits.
** Including instruments in foreign currency and gold.

Note: Average data for the period.
Source: BNB.

January – June 2007
12.2
12.9
72.0
2.9

Gross International Reserves

Gross International Reserves and Banking Department Deposit
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The structure of international reserves by residual term changed compared to the
2006 average. The share of short-term investment (with maturity of up to a year) increased
at the expense of all other maturity sectors. This is primarily due to the retention of the restriction on interest rate risk for maximum duration of assets in euro of up to six months,
imposed early in the second quarter of 2006.

Structure of Gross International Reserves by Residual Term to Maturity
(%)

Maturity sectors

2006

Up to 1 year
From 1 to 3 years
From 3 to 5 years
From 5 to 10 years
From 10 to 30 years

80.8
10.0
3.8
5.2
0.2

January – June 2007
89.7
8.7
1.5
0.1
0.0

Note: Average data for the period.

Source: BNB.

2. Gross International Reserve Risk and Yield
The Market
Environment

In May and in June the ECB raised its main refinancing operations interest rates by
25 basis points. The European benchmark government bond yield rose steadily in line
with ECB policy and market participants’ expectations. Two-year benchmark bond yield
reached 4.46 per cent (up 57 basis points for the review period), whereas ten-year bond
yield picked up to 4.57 per cent (up 63 basis points). Profitability in all maturity sectors reported over the second quarter of 2007 rose dramatically compared with the period before March. Rises in long-term interest rates were mostly affected by the real profitability
component. No significant changes occurred in long-term inflation expectations.
The overall upward trend in fixed financial instrument market yield led to capital
losses in maturity sectors of over one year. In those with one to three year maturities capital losses were offset by coupon income and the maturity sector marked positive profitability for the period as a whole. Overall profitability in maturities of over three years was negative. Depending on maturity, overall fixed-yield security profitability fluctuated from -0.05
per cent to -2.04 per cent over the review period.

Yield Curve Dynamics of Government Securities in EUR

Source: BNB.
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Gross International Reserves

EUR Government Securities Yield Curve Change

Source: BNB.

Indices of Realized Overall Yield on Government Securities
Issued by Euro Area Countries
(% for the period on an annual basis)

Maturity
(years)
1–3
3–5
5–7
7–10

2007

2006

2005

II

I

IV

III

II

I

IV

III

0.25
-0.72
-1.49
-2.44

0.75
0.67
0.54
0.40

0.40
-0.15
-0.55
-0.90

0.89
1.58
2.32
3.35

0.44
0.01
-1.70
-0.93

0.04
-0.89
-0.37
-2.53

-0.12
-0.55
-0.59
-0.35

0.01
-0.16
0.05
0.47

Source: Merryll Lynch.

Gold is an important component in international reserves. By the end of February its
price was rising to a peak of EUR 520 per troy ounce. In the second quarter the gold price
in euro fell to EUR 480 per troy ounce by the end of the review period: a level close to that
of EUR 482 by the end of 2006. Main reasons for this were intensified concerns about the
growing US sub-prime mortgage crisis, heightened investor risk aversion, and closures of
gold positions and central bank gold sales. In the first half-year signatories to the Central
Banks’ Gold Agreement sold 256 tonnes of physical gold (108 and 148 tonnes in the first
and second quarter respectively)12.

One Troy Ounce Gold Price in US Dollars

Source: BNB.
12

In the second quarter the largest share of sales was that of the Banco de España (70 tonnes), the ECB (37 tonnes) and
the Swiss National Bank (14 tonnes).
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US Dollar Price in Euro

Source: BNB.

One Troy Ounce Gold Price in Euro

Source: BNB.

Major Types
of Risk

In early 2007 the Governing Council set international reserves risk tolerance on the
basis of the greatest permissible risk to net asset value, VaR13 =0% at 95 per cent confidence level. The BNB did not exceed this tolerance over the review period.
Over the reporting period international reserve interest rate risk measured by reserves’
average modified duration was 0.43: below the average 2006 level (0.78), mainly due to
the interest rate risk restriction imposed early in the second quarter of 2006.
Currency risk was constrained by the Law on the BNB stipulation that the sum of the
absolute values of open foreign currency positions14 in currencies other than euro, SDR,
and monetary gold, should not exceed 2 per cent of the market value of monetary liabilities in these currencies. In the first half of 2007 minimal open currency positions were
maintained in currencies other than the euro and immediate buying or selling against the
reserve currency (the euro) followed any approach to the 2 per cent limit. Monetary gold
continued posing the major currency risk to the Bank.

13

Net value risk measured by VaR=-X% (X>0) at 95 per cent confidence level and allowing for normal yield allocation
means that 95 per cent of the time maximum net value loss would not exceed X per cent.
14
An open foreign currency position is the difference between the value of assets and liabilities in any currency other than
the euro.
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Yield and
Efficiency

Based on market analyses and rising expectations of further rises in the ECB reference rate, together with expected rises in euro area yield curve levels over the first half of
2007, the BNB retained its 2006 international reserve interest rate risk restriction. Hence,
the maximum duration of euro-denominated assets remained six months, while the limit for
maximum exposure to non-resident prime-rated banks remained at 40 per cent of the
market value of assets, thus offering an opportunity for the bulk of international reserves
to be placed as short-term deposits with minimum interest rate risk.
Over the review period BNB income from international reserve investment came to
EUR 142.21 million: 1.62 per cent yield. Total currency imbalance yielded15 EUR -2.61
million over the review period mainly due to the open position in gold and the fall of the
world gold price in euro. Interest on Issue Department balance sheet liabilities was
EUR 37.37 million. As a result of these three components, net earnings from BNB international reserve management came to EUR 102.23 million: 1.17 per cent profitability.

Profitability of International Reserves
(million EUR)

Quarters,
2007

Investment
earnings
(1)

I
II
Total for the half year
Total profitability*, %

Earnings from currency
imbalance between
assets and liabilities
(2)

Expenditure
(interest)
on liabilities
(3)

Earnings,
net
(1)+(2)+(3)

71.14
71.07

19.47
-22.09

-16.75
-20.62

73.86
28.37

142.21
1.62%

-2.61
-0.02%

-37.37
-0.42%

102.23
1.17%

* Six-month profitability.
Source: BNB.

The change in the Banking Department Deposit in the Issue Department balance
sheet net value resulted from two major factors: a net international reserve yield contribution
of EUR 102.23 million (10.87 per cent yield for the period), and a financial 2006 contribution
to the state budget worth EUR 87.24 million, which led to a decrease in the net value.
International reserves are split operationally into portfolios depending on investment
goal and base currency, each with a benchmark and investment limit. Portfolios and results from their management are presented in the table above.
In the first half of 2007 a portion of international reserves has again gone under external management (7.18 per cent by the end of the review period). Beside additional diversification, using external managers helped exchange expertise in international market
investment management. Liquid portfolios were formed to assist immediate payment
needs. To diversify management styles and reduce operational risk, the bulk of euro-denominated assets continued to be split into two investment portfolios with identical benchmarks and investment limits, managed by different teams.
15

Currency imbalance yield is the sum total of effects from exchange rate movements on open foreign currency positions
of assets and liabilities.

Gross International Reserves

Credit risk was managed through minimum credit ratings for BNB counterparties and
issuers of debt into which the Bank may invest. Maximum and minimum exposure limits
were maintained operationally to the respective eligible asset classes. Funds invested into
assets with the highest credit rating (AAA) averaged 52 per cent during the period under
review. Over the period exposure to non-resident counterparty banks fell to 24.7 per cent
of total assets on average against 30.3 per cent in 2006, mainly reflecting the market situation and worldwide signs of upside risks to bank stability.
Operational risk continued to be managed by monitoring and control under the business procedures for international reserve management. In addition, the Investment Committee and Governing Council introduced the practice of analyzing all cases of materialized operational risk and where necessary improving rules and procedures.
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Risk and Profitability of Portfolios
(January – June 2007)
Risk (Volatility)

Profitability
Portfolio

Investment 1
Investment 2
Liquidity
Gold
External manager А
External manager В

Portfolio’s
base
currency

ЕUR
ЕUR
ЕUR
XAU
ЕUR
ЕUR

Absolute
(%)

1.80
1.81
1.89
0.04
1.00
0.83

Relative
(basis points)*

1
1
-0
4
2
23

Absolute
(%)

16
8
13
0
58
75

Relative
(basis points)**

14
5
1
0
6
19

Information
coefficient***

0.09
0.56
-0.16
19.33
0.18
2.47

* The positive relative profitability of an individual portfolio is the profit compared with benchmark profitability. If the profitability were
negative, it would be shown as a loss of profit in portfolio management. Relative profitability is rounded to 1 basis point. If it is between -0.5 and 0, it is shown as ‘-0’ and if it is between 0 and 0.5, it is shown as ‘+0’.
**The relative risk to the benchmark is an indicator of the deviation degree of risk characteristics compared with those of the benchmark resulting from active portfolio management.
*** The information coefficient is the ratio between the expected relative profitability of an individual portfolio and its relative risk. A rule
of thumb is that values above 0.5 indicate quite good portfolio performance vis-à-vis the benchmark.

Source: BNB.
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The National Payment System

The Law on the Bulgarian National Bank tasks the Bank with payment system organization, support and development by assisting the implementation, operation and oversight of efficient payment mechanisms. Reducing systemic risk and setting the foundation
of Bulgaria’s integration into the euro area payment infrastructure were among the Bank’s
major goals. Accordingly, major BNB tasks in payment system and instrument development stem from its functions as regulator, operator and settlement agent, supervisor, and
market initiative catalyst.
The Law on Credit Institutions which came into force on 1 January 2007, replacing
the Law on Banks makes a new category of institution, electronic money companies, subject to BNB licensing and supervision. Electronic money companies may provide financial
and non-financial services involving issuing electronic money, and electronic information
storage. The Law on Distance Financial Services also came into force on 1 January 2007
to protect consumers.
In June 2007 the BNB agreed to license the System for Electronic Payments (SEP
Bulgaria) company to carry out activities on the territory of Bulgaria as a system operator
of a payment system based on a ‘mobile payment’ electronic payment instrument. Mobile
payments between accounts at participating commercial banks will be effected by mobile
telephones. The company will perform multilateral netting of obligations and submit settlement requests to RINGS, increasing the volume of that system. The service is offered for
the first time in Bulgaria and will broaden the range of payment options for final customers. SEP’s system operator license depends on achieving compliance, within a fixed term,
with Article 61, paragraph 2 and Article 63 of BNB Ordinance No 3 of 2005 on Funds
Transfers and Payment Systems.
Payment system development in Bulgaria is related to completion of the SEPA and
TARGET2 projects. In line with this, the National Council of Payment Systems met at the
end of January 2007 to discuss their definition and progress. It set up consultative groups
to analyze key project components to facilitate national banking transition to the Single
Euro Payments System (SEPA). A group is also envisaged to promote public awareness
of the projects. Clear performance timescales for the groups are outlined, focusing on
participants’ cooperation with the purpose of ensuring timely and smooth transition. BNB
responsibilities on SEPA and TARGET2 centre on harmonizing national payment regulations with the EU, reforming payment infrastructure to TARGET2 requirements, cooperating in SEPA development and fulfilling its objectives locally, introducing European payment instruments, encouraging market development, assisting payment integration, reconciling the interests of payment process participants, and promoting awareness. Adjustments of the BNB to operate as a full-fledged member of the European System of Central
Banks and the Eurosystem is another project to this end and an important component of
the cooperation agreement with the French, Dutch and Italian central banks. A seminar
was held on 19 and 20 June 2007 within the project on Challenges before Bulgaria in the
Process of European Payment Infrastructures and Standards Integration – Single Euro
Payments System (SEPA) and TARGET2. The seminar presented the projects to the banking community and acquainted BNB experts with TARGET2 functions in detail.
Participants in the national payment system are the Bulgarian National Bank and
commercial banks; the BISERA system operated by Bankservice AD; the BORICA system
managed by BORICA AD (a Member Service Provider of MasterCard Europe and a Processor Company of Visa International), the Central Depository AD’s System for Servicing
Payments on Transactions in Book-Entry Government Securities; the BNB’s System for
Servicing Payments on Government Securities Transactions; and the BNB’s RINGS system. During the first half of 2007 the number of banks participating in RINGS fell to 30 after Unicredit Bulbank emerged after taking over Hebros Bank and HVB Bank Biochim.

The National Payment System

III.
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Distribution of Payments in Bulgaria
(January – June 2007)
Number of Payments by System

Amount of Payments by System

Source: BNB.

In the first six months of 2007 RINGS processed over 78 per cent of payments by
value, or 0.58 per cent of all payments in Bulgaria. Progressively increasing RINGS’ share
in the value of processed payments helped subdue payment risks.
In the first six months of 2007 BORICA payments increased by 10 per cent and their
value by 12.6 per cent on the prior year’s respective period. Payments through BISERA
declined by 1.26 per cent, while their value rose by 14.3 per cent, i.e., the average value
per transaction went up by 15.8 per cent. Transactions through the Central Depository
grew dramatically by 40 per cent in number and 84.3 per cent by value on the first half of
2006. Average transaction values grew for all systems, indicating a sustainable trend towards non-cash payments in Bulgaria.
In the first half of 2007, RINGS payments numbered 431,948 amounting to
BGN 162,167 million. Though the number of transactions changed insignificantly year on
year, their value went up 61.0 per cent. The significant rise in payment average value
stemmed from the rise in the average value of interbank payments by 58.8 per cent and
that of customer payments by 35.6 per cent.
During the first six months of 2007, 41.8 per cent of payments were processed by
noon and 72.42 per cent by 2:30pm. Compared with the first half of 2007 these indicators
changed insignificantly, confirming the trend to processing payments later in the system
day. This mainly reflects the increased amounts of budget payments clustered at the
close of the RINGS system day. As regards system traffic, 93 per cent of RINGS payments
were effected by 2:30 pm.
Liquidity maintained by banks was sufficient to fulfill their obligations and during the
review period no payment was rejected by RINGS due to insufficient funds on participants’ accounts and there was no recourse to the Reserve Collateral Pool established as
an interbank insurance mechanism to guarantee settlement of system operators’ orders.
During the half-year RINGS offered 99.83 per cent availability16, falling slightly on the first
half of 2006. Operational problems were handled under RINGS contingency rules and
procedures.
Limiting system risk and improving Bulgarian payment systems’ reliability and efficiency were the major goals of payment systems supervisors. They monitored observance
of standards and recommendations by the Bank for International Settlements, the International Organization of Securities Commissions, the European Central Bank, and the European System of Central Banks. Close coordination and cooperation with national and
world institutions engaged in the EU payment process are maintained through BNB representatives’ participation in the ESCB’s Committee on Payment and Settlement systems,
and its working groups.
16

The ratio of time when TARGET is fully operational to TARGET operating time.
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Commercial Bank Reserves with the BNB

January 2007 amendments to Ordinance No 21 on the Minimum Required Reserves
Maintained with the Bulgarian National Bank by Banks removed the additional reserve requirement from the second quarter of 2005 as an administrative instrument for curbing
credit growth. Nevertheless, between 3 February and 4 May 2007 seven banks which exceeded lending growth restrictions in the fourth quarter of 2006 were obliged to keep
BGN 966 million additional reserves.
Average attracted funds (and required reserves on it) over the first half of 2007 exceeded 2006 figures for the same period by 20.1 per cent, of which lev deposits by 23.9
per cent and the lev equivalent of foreign currency deposits by 17 per cent. Over the first
six months of 2007 the average amount of additional minimum required reserves fell to
97.14 per cent compared with the same period of the prior year.
Commercial banks’ reserve assets in levs went down to 96.36 per cent on the previous year, their absolute amount still substantially in excess of settlement needs. Meanwhile, reserve assets in foreign currencies rose by 28.2 per cent, their relative share in total maintained reserves fluctuating between 60.3 and 72.6 per cent. Major sources of
short-term liquidity were sales of foreign currencies to the BNB and overnight transactions;
the volume of concluded contracts grew by 12.7 per cent. Month by month banking system excess reserves retained their level of some 1 per cent of total reserves, their average
amount declining to 89.2 per cent on the prior year after the amendments to BNB Ordinance No 21.
Between January and June 2007 three banks faced difficulties in maintaining minimum required reserves and two utilized over half of their reserve assets on certain days.
In accordance with the requirements of Ordinance No 21, BGN 1434.66 of penalties were
imposed on banks violating the statutory provisions.

Commercial Bank Reserves with the BNB

IV.
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V.

Banknotes and
Coins in
Circulation
(Outside BNB
Vaults)

Cash in Circulation

In a BNB cash circulation strategy landmark, the first half of 2007 saw the launch of
the Cash Services Company jointly with Bulgaria’s largest banks. The company will develop new, market-oriented cash circulation policies to help optimize banking expenditure
and maintain European standards of banknote and coin quality. Under its development
strategy to 2009, the BNB continues designing and constructing a new cash centre in
Sofia to underwrite the euro changeover.
The Law on the BNB grants the Bank powers to put banknotes and coins17 in circulation. Banknotes and coins issued by the Bank is legal tender mandatorily acceptable as
payment at full face value without restriction. The BNB prints banknotes, mints coins, and
safeguards uncirculated and withdrawn banknotes and coinage.
By 30 June 2007 cash in circulation18 came to BGN 6984.2 million, up by BGN 95.7
million or 1.39 per cent since the year’s start, and 0.48 percentage points less than the
same period of 2006. On an annual basis, cash in circulation grew by BGN 1007.2 million
or 16.85 per cent.

Banknotes and Coins in Circulation
(million BGN)

Source: BNB.

By the end of June 2007, 286.9 million banknotes worth BGN 6870.4 million were in
circulation. Compared with the close of 2006, this number was 30.7 million or 11.99 per
cent higher and value was up by BGN 991.6 million or 16.87 per cent. Since early 2007
the number of banknotes fell by 5.1 million (1.75 per cent) and their value increased by
BGN 88.9 million (1.31 per cent). The numerical decline and the value rise resulted from
the growing number of banknotes of BGN 100 nominal value in circulation since early
2007.
Banknotes comprised 98.37 per cent of the total value of cash outside BNB vaults
by the end of June. The average banknote by 30 June 2007 was worth BGN 23.94, up by
BGN 0.72 or 3.1 per cent. The upward trend in the average value of banknotes in circulation in recent years reflects the increasing share of higher denomination banknotes.
17
18

Article 2, paragraph 5 of the Law on the Bulgarian National Bank.
Banknotes and circulating or commemorative coins issued after 5 July 1999. Under BNB Governing Council Resolution
No 110 of 6 October 2005, banknotes and circulating coins whose exchange term has not expired and which have not
returned to BNB vaults were deducted from cash in circulation. To allow genuine comparisons, the lev value of these
banknotes has also been deducted from the amounts of cash in circulation for previous years.
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(share of total value, %)

Source: BNB.

Coins in circulation numbered 813 million, worth BGN 110 million by the close of
2007. Compared with June 2006, their number grew by 120.8 million (17.45 per cent) and
value by BGN 14.9 million (15.66 per cent). Since the start of 2007 coins outside BNB
vaults grew by 52.2 million or 6.86 per cent in number and BGN 6.3 million (6.06 per cent)
in value. Circulating coins accounted for 1.58 per cent of the total value of cash outside
BNB vaults by 30 June 2006. The average coin in circulation over the review period
matched its level of late 2004 at BGN 0.14.

Denomination Composition of Circulating Coins
(share of total value, %)

Source: BNB.

Commemorative coins outside BNB vaults came to BGN 3.8 million, comprising 0.05
per cent of cash in circulation by value.
Non-genuine
Banknotes
and Coins

The BNB counters non-genuine banknote and coin circulation in Bulgaria in close
cooperation with the Ministry of the Interior, the ECB, and the European Anti-Fraud Office.
The review period saw authenticity evaluations of 11,721 Bulgarian and foreign
banknotes and 1244 coins suspected as non-genuine or altered and referred by financial
institutions or the Ministry of the Interior to the BNB National Analysis Centre (NAC) under
Article 27 of the Law on the Bulgarian National Bank.

Cash in Circulation

Denomination Composition of Circulating Banknotes
(as of 30 June of corresponding year)
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The NAC found 4154 Bulgarian banknotes to be non-genuine in the first half of 2007,
529 of them seized prior to entering circulation and 3625 having entered into circulation.
BGN 20 banknotes had 90.73 per cent of the total, followed by BGN 10 and BGN 50
banknotes at 4.62 and 3.95 per cent. Reported non-genuine BGN 2, 5 and 100 banknotes
numbered 29 (0.70 per cent). Non-genuine Bulgarian coins numbered 1228: 1220 BGN
0.50 and eight BGN 1 coins.
On evaluating suspect foreign banknotes and coins, in the first half of 2007 the NAC
retained 2979 euro banknotes, 2691 US dollar banknotes, and 410 other banknotes. All
non-genuine euro banknotes registered by the NAC are also registered with the ECB
Counterfeit Monitoring System (CMS).
Cash
Operations

BNB cash operations include supplying and retrieving valuable packages of
banknotes and coins to and from banks, keeping uncirculated fit and unfit banknotes and
coins, sorting, counting and destroying banknotes, counting coins, monitoring the authenticity and physical properties of handed over banknotes and coins, servicing retail customers in levs and reserve currency, servicing first level budget spending entities at the
Sofia Regional Cash Centre, and selling commemorative coins.
Between January and June 2007, 74 million new banknotes and 15.4 million new
coins worth BGN 652.4 million were supplied under contracts with producers. The BNB
launched the five commemorative coins19 planned in its minting programme.
Banknotes and coins circulated and withdrawn by banks totaled BGN 7854 million
in the first six months of 2007. Banks deposited 236.3 million Bulgarian banknotes and
16.6 million coins worth BGN 3883.2 million with the BNB: up by BGN 1209.4 million or
45.23 per cent compared with the January to June 2006 period. Over the same period
banks withdrew 257.2 million Bulgarian banknotes and 80.9 million coins worth
BGN 3970.8 million: an increase of BGN 1226.9 million or 44.71 per cent.
In the first half of 2007 the BNB processed 268 million banknotes and 64.4 million
coins worth BGN 4037.6 million: respective increases of 76.4 million (39.91 per cent) and
8.7 million (15.66 per cent) on the corresponding period of 2006. BGN 10 and 20
banknotes and BGN 1, BGN 0.10 and BGN 0.20 coins had the largest shares in the structure of banknotes and coins processed by the BNB.
Compared with past review periods, the significant increase in banknotes deposited
and withdrawn by banks resulted from the 1 January 2007 requirement for supplying
ATMs solely with banknotes newly drawn from the BNB or processed by sorting machines
under Ordinance No 18 on the Control over Quality of Banknotes and Coins in Cash Circulation.
Unfit banknotes numbering 87.5 million and worth BGN 1124.3 million were destroyed. Banknotes retained in processing numbered 70 million, up by 26.1 million or
59.25 cent on the first half of 2006. The fitness standard for Bulgarian banknotes and
coins issued by the BNB in 2006 and the greater number of banknotes processed since
the start of 2007 boosted the number of unfit banknotes, helping keep cash in circulation
clean.
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Information on commemorative coins is published on the BNB website.
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1. State of the Banking System
Between January and June 2007 banking assets rose by BGN 5014.6 million or 11.9
per cent to BGN 47,215.8 million. Balance sheet figure growth rate increased by 2.5 percentage points on the corresponding period of 2006. The lifting of lending growth constraints in early 2007 boosted financial intermediation significantly. Financial liabilities at
amortized value, which are the banks’ major source of balance sheet assets growth,
reached BGN 41,456.2 million by end-June 2007. Banks’ own funds grew to BGN 4969
million over the reporting period, providing additional asset operation finance. The merger
of the three UniCredit Group banks (Bulbank, HVB Biochim Bank, and Hebros Bank) into
UniCredit Bulbank in late April further boosted banking sector concentration. By the end
of June the five largest banks held 56.5 per cent of banking system assets against 50 per
cent at the end of 2006. Banking system balance sheet figure growth by BGN 5619 million (27 per cent) was mostly effected by the big five. The remaining 20 banks’ market
share fell by BGN 1605 million. It should be kept in mind that the number of banks declined over the reporting period with the transformation of BNP Paribas (Bulgaria) into a
branch and the formation of UniCredit Bulbank. High asset growth at foreign banks’
branches (73.5 per cent or BGN 1000 million) reflected the opening of a new branch and
aggressive marketing since early 2007.
Dramatic lending growth after the dropping of additional reserve requirements
boosted claims (including financial leases) to some 77 per cent of banking system assets
by the end of the review period. By the end of June 2007 loans and claims (including financial leases) came to BGN 36,221 million, including debt instruments at BGN 29 million
and loans and advances at BGN 36,192 million. The BGN 5225 million increase in loans
and advances was funded by released funds and increased deposits, subordinated liabilities, and capital. Over the period gross loans and advances to corporates and retail
exposures increased significantly by 28.1 per cent or BGN 6389 million, with only BGN 3.6
million net loans returned to banks’ balance sheets (the balance between sold and repurchased loans20). Between January and June the big five extended their portfolios by BGN
5577 million (48 per cent), followed by foreign banks’ branches by BGN 637 million (122.5
per cent), and the remaining 20 banks by just BGN 174 million (1.6 per cent).
Unlike the corresponding period of 2006 loans and advances to corporates rose
faster than household loans, while mortgage loans also grew at high rates. Six-month
growth in corporate loans and advances was 30 per cent against 25 per cent for household loans. Mortgages continued increasing at higher rates (31 per cent) than consumer
loans (21 per cent). However, this did not cause a significant change in household loan
structure: mortgages accounted for 45 per cent and consumer loans 55 per cent.
The currency composition of gross loans and advances has equal lev and euro
shares (46-47 per cent), with 7 per cent for other currencies. Credit and non-credit institutions and corporate customers drew mostly euro financing, while individuals preferred
levs. Other currencies were represented mostly in exposures to credit institutions.
Between January and June 2007 financial liabilities valued at amortized cost grew
by BGN 4268 million (11.3 per cent), accounting for 82 per cent of growth of loans and
advances. By the end of June this balance sheet aggregate amounted to BGN 41,456
million, including BGN 7167 million in funds attracted from credit institutions. The major
resource base, BGN 32,249 million or more than 77.8 per cent of total borrowed funds in
the banking system, was concentrated in deposits of non-credit institutions. Funds bor-
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Between January and June 2007 the sale of credit portfolios from banks’ balance sheets continued with the transferred
amount totaling BGN 431.6 million. Concurrently, loans worth BGN 428 million were repurchased from banks.
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rowed from individuals and households in this subitem amounted to BGN 16,075 million.
By the end of June 43.5 per cent of household deposits were denominated in levs, 41.7
per cent in euro and the remaining 14.9 per cent in other currencies.
Banking sector’s own funds rose by BGN 583 million (13.3 per cent). The reported
higher growth rate compared with the balance sheet assets reflects several factors. Equity
issues went up by BGN 70 million, and after stock exchange share issues by two credit institutions, premium reserves posted an increase by BGN 145 million. Another capital
growth source was the profit worth BGN 490 million reported for the first half of 2007.
The removal of administrative lending restrictions and continued favorable macroeconomic trends sustained the strong corporate and household credit demand determining banking developments in the first half of 2007. On the other hand, the two rises in interest rates on ECB main refinancing operations by 25 basis points affected the Bulgarian
money market.21 This prompted an increase in the average interbank market rate on concluded transactions and correspondingly a higher funds cost. No significant changes occurred in lending rates. Other factors determining the banking system profile were associated with the introduction of the entirely amended Common Reporting Framework
(COREP) in early 2007 and the consolidated Financial Reporting Framework (FINREP).
These frameworks established a fundamentally new understanding of the economic
power of bank capital and, along with modified reporting, became a means of testing
managers’ organizational capacity and skill in planning capital positions and managing
major risks (credit, operational, position, commodity and foreign exchange risks). This
coincides with ambitions to gain new markets, especially by banks which had been limited by the credit constraints. Most banks reacted by adequate management of their capital positions and strong but well-controlled lending.
The first half of 2007 saw intensified financial intermediation, particularly in lending,
which is not yet underwritten by credit portfolio quality. The banking system as a whole
and individual banks retained good asset quality. Investment in financial assets other than
loans and claims did not experience any changes in basic instruments. Securities with
clear fair value issued by low risk issuers and providing good returns prevailed. Credit risk
remained dominant in banks’ credit portfolios. Between January and June 2007 classified
loan and advance growth (BGN 160 million or 12 per cent) matched asset growth. Approximately two-thirds of classified loans and advances reflect worsened quality loans and
advances to corporates. Between January and June 2007 classified loans and advances
to corporates went up by BGN 52 million to BGN 1010 million. Given the substantial
growth of loans in this segment the share of classified in total loans fell by slightly under
1 percentage point to 5.3 per cent in the first half of 2007.
Within household loans, consumer loans remained more problematic, their classified
portion growing faster than classified corporate loans. Between January and June classified consumer loans reached BGN 356 million (BGN 291 million by December 2006), retaining their share of 6.3 per cent. There were no serious indications of a worsening in
housing mortgages, their classified portion matching its late 2006 level at 3.9 per cent, irrespective of strong growth by BGN 43 million (31 per cent) to BGN 180 million.
The distribution of classified loans and advances by bank group shows that the big
five’s share comes to 74 per cent of all classified consumer loans and housing mortgage
loans. This is attributable to the fact that some 70 per cent of consumer loans, correspondingly housing mortgages, are concentrated in the big five. Stronger bank competition led to an increase in the share of borrowers drawing loans from more than one institution. This poses the issues of creditor coordination and similar standards of risk evaluation and management. Current monitoring and supervisory inspections confirm that there
are no signs of a direct threat to the banking system.
Banking system profitability between January and June 2007 remained good with no
changes in income and expenditure centres. Income and expenditure at most banks correspond to their balance sheet structures and lower values of some major indicators (e. g.,
core operation revenue) and could not be interpreted as indicating instability. This reflects
21 See

the Economic Development in the First Half of 2007 section.
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22 The

ratio between tier one capital and total assets pursuant to Ordinance No 8.
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primarily the inconsistency between asset growth (particularly the interest rate component
of assets) and income growth (interest, fees and commissions).
The gradual increase in interest rates on time deposits in all currencies started in
2006 continued in early 2007 consistent with rises in ECB interest rates on major refinancing operations. This made bank resources more expensive and banks gradually compressed margin without raising lending rates greatly amid strong competition. Despite decreased operational expenditure (as a ratio), there were still no clear indications that banking as a whole and individual banks have adopted a more effective operational spending
management model.
Higher financial asset impairment spending (twice that in the corresponding period
of 2006) impacted first half-year results. This reflects on the value of key profitability indicators, core ROA falling from 2.6 per cent in June 2006 to 2.3 per cent by June 2007.
Over the first half of 2007 net interest income increased steadily (by 31 per cent) and the
increase in non-interest income (13 per cent) had a favorable effect on major profitability
indicators. The banking system’s financial result in the first half of 2007 rose by BGN 148
million (43 per cent) on the corresponding period of 2006 to BGN 490 million. ROA was
2.2 per cent against 2.0 per cent by June 2006 and ROE reached 23.3 per cent against
21.1 per cent by June 2006. The key role of the big five’s results for banking system figures heightened over the past 12 months. Over the first half of 2007 the share of these
banks in net banking profits reached two-thirds against 57 per cent a year earlier.
Banks rose to the challenge of Basel II introduction as regards own funds. The introduction of the new capital framework required additional funds to meet changed credit,
position, foreign exchange, commodity and operational risk requirements. The new standardized approach to credit risk reporting is closer to the asset profile and manner of risk
management and control exercised by banks over operations and environment. Nevertheless, banks are challenged both by capital planning under changed conditions and by the
choice of a risk management strategy aimed at displaying the economic potential of own
funds.
In the context of these framework conditions the first half-year saw the emergence of
conditions for proper utilization of capital and opportunities for more flexible risk management through improved internal behavior. Thus the response of institutions to new requirements was primarily to provide capital resources to ensure a smooth introduction of the
new regulatory framework. This boosted own funds by BGN 1051 million (27.6 per cent).
By the end of June own funds reached BGN 4860 million, reflecting mostly tier one capital increases (BGN 829 million or 26.8 per cent). By the end of June 2007 capital adequacy ratio matched that of late 2006 at 14.4 per cent against 14.5 per cent over the
basis period. Most banks prevented falls in capital adequacy ratios below statutory limits.
Problems occurred in a minority of banks which reported deficits mostly due to poor management cycle planning in early 2007. Tier one capital adequacy ratio did not experience
significant changes either, falling slightly from 11.8 per cent to 11.6 per cent.
Analyzing the capital position and risks ahead shows that resources accumulated by
the close of 2006 would cover additional risks related to new operational risk capital requirements. Banking system credit risk capital requirements totaled BGN 2371 million.
Operational risk capital cover accounted for BGN 242 million of banks’ own funds, and
position, foreign exchange and commodity risks for some BGN 91 million. Banking indebtedness measured by tier one capital leverage22 had acceptable levels. By the end of June
2007 leverage was 9.1 per cent, 1 percentage point up on the end of 2006.
Credit risk prevailed, lending growth calling for an increase in capital required to
cover it. Over the first six months of 2007 no active capital management through optimal
use of the standardized approach was noted. First, the share of consumer loans and mortgages under the fixed levels of capital coverage limited banks’ abilities to improve capital positions directly involved in covering the risk of these instruments. As customary, investment into debt instruments favored securities with a low credit rating and good liquidity. There were some opportunities in the corporate segment, but taking into account
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banks’ domestic market exposures and the expectations of corporate borrowers it is unlikely to anticipate assignment of ratings by recognized agencies which will ensure more
favourable treatment by banks.
The amount of operational risk capital cover reflected adequately the development
of banking system financial intermediation. The basis indicator approach applied required
computing average annual gross income as the sum of net interest and net non-interest
income averaged for the last three calendar years based on audited data and fixed the
amount of required capital reported at the end of March 2007. Given the foreign exchange
structure of assets and liabilities and the reported share of derivatives in banks’ balance
sheets, there was no dramatic growth in own funds for covering this type of risk.
The liquidity position was not a source of significant risk for banks. Between January
and June they continued to operate amid rising interest rates and new liquidity management system requirements in line with Basel Committee banking supervision principles.
Significant money market volumes indicated no liquidity pressure on the banking sector.
Interbank market overnight deposits retained the role of a major current liquidity management tool. Government securities’ maturity over the review period partly affected monetary
flows providing additional resources to banks. The liquidity position was supported by
sound financing funds and sustainable borrowed resource growth.
Institutions continued investing resources in high liquid assets adequate to the structure of financing and consistent with outgoing flows. Adequate coverage of borrowed
funds was ensured with no indications of stronger deposit dynamics compared with previous periods. In cases of significant deposit concentrations liquid assets were sufficient
in volume and appropriate in maturity.
Liquidity ratios indicated sufficient liquidity potential. The sufficiency of funds in the
banking system was a condition for key liquidity indicator stability, alongside the maintenance of sizable additional minimum required reserves between February and May 2007,
the last maintenance period for banks exceeding administratively set lending growth limits effective since 2005 and removed in early 2007. Thereafter a clearly pronounced trend
towards transforming assets (including deposits with credit institutions) into investment
generating higher income emerged. By the end of June 2007 the liquid assets to banking
assets ratio, a key indicator of liquidity assessment, was 25 per cent, matching its end2006 level. The liquid assets to total funds ratio was 29 per cent, reflecting the high cover
of funds borrowed by the banking system in the form of deposits, repos, short and longterm resources by liquid assets. The loans and advances of corporates and retail exposures to deposits ratio, an indicator of the correlation between liquid and credit risks, grew
by 11 percentage points to 79 per cent due to faster growth in lending to corporates and
individuals. By the end of June the liquid assets ratio under the new Ordinance No 11 indicated very good banking liquidity at 28 per cent. The slight fall below the 30 per cent
typical of last year reflected new computing methods which defined liquidity assets more
precisely. No significant changes occurred in the sources of increasing borrowed funds in
the review period, the system continuing to be financed mostly by residents, with non-residents providing under a fifth of funds.

2. Compliance with Prudent Banking Requirements
Several regulatory deviations were found between January and June 2007, with individual cases subjected to corrective action.
Capital adequacy: individual banks had temporary dips below minimum admissible
levels. Any individual case was carefully analyzed and respective supervisory measures
were initiated. Inadequate capital planning and current capital position management were
the major causes of BNB Ordinance No 8 violations.
Large exposures: with few exceptions banks adhered to regulations. Between January and June 2007 there were isolated violations of regulatory requirements for individual
large exposures and lending to economically related persons. The regulatory breaches
did not affect financial performance in banks concerned.
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3. Banking Supervision
Supervisory
Policy

Between January and June 2007 banking supervision aimed at erecting a consistent
legal framework comprising latest European directives which introduce Basel II requirements (the International Convergence of Capital Measurement and Capital Standards: a
Revised Framework).
In early 2007 the Law on Credit Institutions came into force, replacing the Law on
Banks. A number of statutory instruments to the Law were introduced and effective regulations were amended, bringing the regulatory framework into line.
The newly adopted Ordinance No 8 on Capital Adequacy of Credit Institutions was
an important regulatory framework element setting out detailed bank risk control requirements. Intensive discussions on issues in Ordinance No 8 and new reporting forms were
conducted with commercial banks from early 2007. A project to summarize cases and solutions was launched, accessible through the BNB website to facilitate exchange of information between banks and the BNB.
Ordinance No 7 on the Large Exposures of Banks was adopted in early 2007. Ordinances No 9 on the Evaluation and Classification of Risk Exposures of Banks and the Allocation of Provisions to Cover Impairment Loss and No 17 on Establishing the Amount of
Bank Investment under Article 47 of the Law on Credit Institutions were amended.
The new Ordinance No 11 on Liquidity Management and Supervision of Banks
adopted in March 2007 aims at improving practice and bringing it into line with the Law
on Credit Institutions. Substantial changes involve defining liquidity management requirements in compliance with the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision. Banks’ asset liquidity is tied to their credit quality pursuant to BNB Ordinance No 8 on Capital Adequacy
of Credit Institutions. Calculating incoming and outgoing monetary flows, most important
in calculating bank liquidity, was tackled more clearly.
By the end of March new capital adequacy reporting forms compliant with the solvency Committee of European Banking Supervisors (CEBS) common reporting standards
(COREP) were launched. Analyses of results from form testing were completed in February. Major computations and logic checks were automated. The introduction of standard
reports aimed to unify and harmonize market participants’ reporting and communication
between EU supervisors. New balance sheet and income statement forms based on the
CEBS’s FINREP consolidated financial reporting were introduced. Instructions and reporting forms to other amended ordinances were also updated.
In the context of procedures for mutual external credit rating agency recognition
within the EU and the requirements of Ordinance No 8 Articles 27 and 49, the BNB recognized Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s Investor Services and Fitch Ratings scales, rendering them usable to determine bank exposure risk weights when applying the standardized
approach for measuring credit risk.
In April a new section on the BNB website, Supervisory Disclosure, was launched.
Under the Law on Credit institutions Article 102 the BNB publishes information on new legislation and regulations, the rights to choice and discretion, and major statistical data on
Directives 2006/48/EC and 2006/49/EC. The CEBS model of supervisory disclosure was
used and the BNB involved the Financial Supervision Commission into the project. Supervisory disclosure requirements apply to all Member States and aim to facilitate comparison and unification of EU supervisory practice.
Banking Supervision Department experts participated in deliberations of the Committee of European Banking Supervisors (CEBS), the European Banking Committee (EBS),
the European Committee of Financial Conglomerates (ECFS), and the ECB Banking Su-
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Internal loans: no widespread or substantial violations of legal and regulatory provisions were found. Where isolated cases of relatedness were established, banks were
made to enforce corrective measures.
Investment into fixed assets: at individual banks this was below admissible levels
and did not involve a significant share of their capital.
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pervision Committee (BSC), dealing with banking development and supervision and harmonizing EU supervisory regulations and practice.
Supervisory
Administration,
Licenses,
and Permits

Between January and June 2007 supervisory measures against violations or to improve performance were imposed on 12 commercial banks. There were no serious violations requiring strict measures. The new framework of capital requirements resulted in inconsistencies in some banks’ reports, all removed within the set term.
Banking licenses were updated under the Law on Credit Institutions. Between January and June there were no new banking licenses and no license applications.
One of the largest restructurings in Bulgarian banking was completed in June 2007
as HVB Bank Biochim and Hebros Bank were taken over by Bulbank with the first two
banks closed without liquidation. Leave was issued for these actions, as well as for prefixing the Bulbank name with UniCredit Group. The local BNP Paribas Bank started liquidation after transferring operations to a new branch at the end of 2006. Permits for using
subordinated term debt or debt/equity (hybrid) instruments to increase banks’ capital
base rose significantly. Given flexible and easier permit procedures, these instruments became more attractive for capital position management, particularly amid increasing banking competition.

On-site
Supervision

Between January and June 2007 the annual on-site supervision programme entailed
12 full supervisory inspections. Their main goal was to analyze and assess risks and risk
control and management, and legal observance. Risk profile assessment involved thorough analysis under CAMELS criteria. Two banks raised their CAMELS evaluation complex ratings, nine retained their ratings, and one rating worsened.
Inspectors found 38 formal breaches of banking legislation and supervisory regulations. Most were of risk exposure evaluation and classification requirements, large exposure requirements (reporting lower amounts), undeclared relatedness between large borrowers, lack of comprehensive trade portfolio management rules and procedures, incorrect valuations of high liquid security (mortgages) for calculating risk exposure recovery
values, inadequate control over loan spending, and the lack of written operational risk
management and control rules.
Recommendations to inspected banks’ managements numbered 83. Most addressed better credit risk management, correct loans reporting and provisioning, and improving credit concentration identification, particularly where informal relatedness between borrowers or indirect relatedness between borrowers and bank shareholders is suspected. Other recommendations involved improving reporting in accordance with bank
regulations updating banks’ internal rules.

Off-site
Inspections

Special attention was paid to basic bank operations risk and the efficiency of new
regulatory and financial reports. Despite the dropping of lending growth restrictions on
1 January 2007, off-site supervisors continued monitoring and analyzing credit risk and
risk distribution among banks and bank instruments and products. To respond to changes
in banks’ business profiles and behaviour adequately, CAEL methodology was improved
by additional ratios and indicators to identify more precisely banking practice risks. Significant resources were allocated to optimize the risk monitoring methodology, including
changes to the Early Warning System. Tests of changes to regulatory reports and enhanced analytical capacity reflected in quarterly ratings assigned to individual banks. In
addition to changes in Uniform Bank Performance Report indicators and the findings of
full supervisory inspections, creating additional capacity for further improvement in methods of modeling risk developments via the applied stress-test model.
Intensive work addressed exchanging information and participating in ECB Banking
Supervision Committee analysis and research. Between January and June 2007 off-site
supervision specialists took part in a number of supervisory institutions or ECB working
group projects involving bank crisis management, liquidity risk management within the
European banking system, stress-test practice and policy, foreign exchange lending risk,
and household lending risk. Work on the Single Data Depository continued.
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Between January and June 2007 the focus of special supervision was on reviewing
and analyzing bank shareholder structures, establishing shareholder business relatedness, analyzing shareholder financial standing and funding sources. Supervisory efforts
attained greater clarity on direct and indirect equity holders. Financial standing analyzed
shareholders at 13 banks and their ability to support bank capital.
Consistent measures were initiated against money laundering and terrorist financing.
Supervisory measures to determine risk levels in some banks and financial houses found
that their good name was intact and the risk of their being used for illegal transfers was
minimal. Adequate procedures for establishing money laundering risks were highlighted.
Banks and financial houses were also advised to apply procedures for customer identification more precisely and introduce additional checks on non-residents.
Special supervision experts have worked intensively to bring the Law on Measures
against Money Laundering into line with international standards as recommended in European Commission assessments. Law enforcement agencies provided expert help to institutions fighting financial fraud and money laundering under the established good practice for assistance.
Four inspections at banks as custodians were conducted jointly with the Financial
Supervision Commission. Trust organization and procedures to BNB Ordinance No 36
were evaluated. Breaches resulted in recommendations to bank managements on the
control functions of custodian banks and statutory constraints on investing corporate assets.
Two legal entities conducting unlicensed bank transactions were inspected. The
Supreme Cassation Prosecutor’s Office was advised of the breaches.
Currency Law supervision addressed bank and financial operation transparency.
Special attention focused on the requirement to disclose direct investments and financial
loans and their scope to the BNB.
Two companies applying for Currency Law and BNB Ordinance No 26 foreign currency permits and trading in compliance with the law were granted foreign currency trading licenses.
Between January and June 2007 three financial houses ceased trading and were
deleted from the BNB register. Pursuant to Article 3, paragraph 2 of the Law on Credit Institutions 50 new companies were listed in the register.
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VII.

The Central Credit Register

The Central Credit Register (CCR) developed and maintained by the BNB advises
banks on customers’ debt to the banking system. CCR business is regulated by BNB Ordinance No 22 on the Central Credit Register of Banks. The Register covers all bank
claims irrespective of amount, except debit card overdrafts of up to BGN 1000 (provided
they are classified as standard), loans to government, and loans to the BNB. Interbank
lending is not covered. The system ensures reliable information submission and storage.
Financial institutions which are participants in the CCR exchange data with the Register
online. Authorized officer access is via digital certificates and the fee per customer debt
check is BGN 0.50.
Amendments to Ordinance No 22 in the first half of 2007 expanded the Register’s
scope under Article 56 of the Law on Credit Institutions to include loans by financial institution subsidiaries, which can now use Register data for assessing credit risk through parent banks. Ordinance No 22 also extends the duty of care in submitting information,
checking and amending data to subsidiaries. The extended CCR coverage creates better conditions for managing and controlling credit risk in the banking system and financial
sector.
By the end of June 2007 the CCR listed 2,276,197 loans, with balance sheet exposure increasing to BGN 29,410 million. Borrowers numbered 1,467,600, of whom
1,400,246 individuals, 65,417 resident legal entities and 1937 non-resident legal entities.
Banks conducted 1,804,983 CCR debt checks. Of the total, 1,486,796 were on individuals and 318,187 on resident legal entities. Debt checks in the same period of 2006
totaled 1,377,420. The monthly average number of certificates in the first six months was
300,000 or about 15,000 a business day. Growing CCR usage indicates its increasing
importance in managing bank credit portfolios.
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The Fiscal Agent and State Depository Function

The Bulgarian National Bank is the government’s fiscal agent and the state’s official
depository. Under market conditions and market price contracts with the Ministry of Finance, the BNB collates and submits to the Ministry periodical data on budget entity accounts with domestic banks and acts as government debt agent.
Under the Agreement with the MF to define long-term BNB government agent duties,23 the Bank continually develops and improves its systems: the electronic system for
budget and fiscal reserve information servicing, the AS ROAD automated system for registering and servicing external debt, the GSAS system for conducting auctions and replacement subscriptions of government securities, the ESROT electronic system for registering and servicing government securities trading, the electronic system for book-entry
government securities settlement accounts, and the Register of Pledges.
Agency function fees and commissions by the MF to the BNB increased since early
2007, reflecting changes in service volume and prices; Bank fee and commission revenue
for the first half of 2007 was BGN 690,600, including BGN 378,000 from the MF.
Information
Service

Under Article 43 of the Law on the BNB and standing joint instructions by the Minister of Finance and the BNB Governor, daily and periodical data on operations and balances on budget, extra budgetary, deposit, suspense, and letter-of-credit accounts of
budget entities in levs and foreign currency were regularly collated and submitted to the
MF via the electronic system for budget and fiscal reserve information servicing. In the first
half of 2007 the average monthly balances on accounts with the BNB were BGN 5196.5
million (BGN 3688.2 million over the same period of 2006), with BGN 1657.8 million
(BGN 1164.6 million over the same period of 2006) at the 24 depository banks. Daily current and final data on the fiscal reserve was collected and submitted to the MF. As of 30
June 2007 total balances on monetary accounts in the fiscal reserve came to BGN 6731.3
million24, up from BGN 4649.8 million on 30 June 2006.
At the request of the MF for the purposes of current monitoring of budget cash flows,
the frequency of reports on payments into public claims administrators’ accounts increased from biweekly to weekly in the first half of 2007. Report forms prepared by the
BNB numbered 210, up from 185 in the first half of 2006. In line with practice in other EU
Member States, the BNB and the MF examined Banca d’Italia experience in collecting
daily cash flow data from budget servicing banks.
The AS ROAD system registered 21 contracts on Bulgarian government foreign financial obligations on which the BNB acted as calculating and paying agent for
EUR 2896.2 million.25 Payments numbered 25 and came to EUR 435.7 million, comprising
EUR 296.5 million principal and EUR 139.2 million interest.

Servicing
Government
Securities
Trading

MF-scheduled auctions in the first half of 2007 for the sale of three-month, threeyear, five-year, and ten-year government securities nominally worth BGN 345 million, were
held via the GSAS system. Demand significantly exceeded supply, with a 3.24 average
bid-to-cover ratio against 1.92 a year earlier. Of the 104 bids per auction on average, 38
were approved.
June 2007 saw a new selection of government securities primary dealers, with 21
banks and three investment intermediaries obtaining the Law on Public Offering of Securities Article 54 permits26. They were approved as primary dealers between 1 July 2007
23

Under the Agreement between the Council of Ministers and the BNB on the Introducing the Euro in the Republic of Bulgaria and objectives and tasks in the Strategy for BNB Development between 2004 and 2009.
24
Balances on foreign currency accounts are recalculated in levs at the BNB exchange rate for 30 June 2007.
25 The total was recalculated in euro at the BNB rate for 30 June 2007.
26
As required by MF and the BNB Ordinance No 15 on the Control over Transactions in Government Securities.
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and 31 October 2007 under the new Law on Markets in Financial Instruments in force from
1 November 2007.
In the first six months of 2007 the ESROT system recorded payments of BGN 338.7
million27 at maturity, of which BGN 260.4 million principal and BGN 78.3 million interest;
government securities bought back directly by individuals came to BGN 0.1 million. The
total of newly registered government securities and payment registrations came to
BGN 683.8 million. Secondary market government securities transactions numbered 3466
at BGN 9799.6 million nominal value28. Blocking and unblocking government securities
had the largest share (48.4 per cent), followed by repos (28.9 per cent), outright purchases and sales (12.1 per cent), and transactions with, and on behalf of, customers (10.6
per cent). Trading was most active on initial acquisition days in the primary market and in
periods of dynamic change in budget entities’ bank accounts which have to be backed by
government securities.
The relatively large amount of government securities blocking and unblocking transactions reflected the high levels of budget funds with banks. Under § 25 of the Transitional
and Final Provisions of the Republic of Bulgaria 2007 State Budget Law and Minister of Finance and BNB Governor instructions, these funds have to secure the balances of budget entities’ accounts by blocking domestic and external debt government securities held
in favour of the MF. By the close of the review period budget funds with banks totaled
BGN 1807.4 million against BGN 1257.3 million at the end of the same period of 2006.
Under its agreement with the MF, the BNB continued daily monitoring of budget entities’
bank accounts secured by government securities and budget entities’ bank statements.
Average daily nominals of blocked domestic government securities were BGN 1040.3 million, EUR 133.5 million, and USD 46.5 million, and foreign government securities (including the EIB Eurobond issue) totaled BGN 142.9 million, EUR 96.3 million, and USD 102.3
million.
Over the first half of 2007 BGN 47.0 million29 worth of pledges and removal of
pledges on government securities was listed in the Central Register of Pledges kept by
the BNB under the Law on Registered Pledges.
On 30 June 2007 there were 2129 accounts with the government securities settlement system, including 59 for government securities of the issuer (the MF), 842 for participants’ own government securities portfolios, 761 for government securities primary dealers’ customers, and 467 for encumbered government securities. Their nominal value came
to BGN 3035.9 million.
System
Development

System development in 2007 followed the Strategy for Bulgarian National Bank Development between 2004 and 2009 and the Ministry of Finance Debt Management Strategy for the 2006 to 2008 period.
In February an update of the Register of Special Pledges was successfully
launched. Streamlined technological solutions used in its development enabled a direct
interface between the Register and ESROT, providing automated reconciliation essential
for current data compliance monitoring. In addition, Register functionalities were improved
by technological solutions guaranteeing mandatory authorization of each record by two
officers and new records of pledges on government securities.
Studies of ongoing European initiatives for a safe and integrated European securities
market infrastructure continued in the review period, with the accent on transposing Directive 2004/39/ЕC on Markets in Financial Instruments (MiFID) and ECB TARGET2-Securities
into Bulgarian law.
The Law on Markets in Financial Instruments adopted in June by the National Assembly incorporated MiFID, while amendments to the Law on the Government Debt
prompted changes in statutory instruments on the government securities market and its
27

The lev equivalent of foreign currency denominated government securities issues was calculated at the BNB rate on the
date of payment.
28
The lev equivalent of foreign currency denominated government securities transactions was calculated at the average
monthly rate of the respective currency to the lev in the first half of 2007.
29
The lev equivalent of foreign currency denominated securities recorded in the Central Register of Pledges is calculated
at the average monthly rate of the respective currency to the lev in the first half of 2007.
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participants. Amendments to MF and BNB Ordinance No 5 on the Procedure and Terms
for Acquisition, Registration, Redemption and Trade in Government Securities, MF and
BNB Ordinance No 15 on the Control over Transactions in Book-entry Government Securities and BNB Ordinance No 31 on Government Securities Settlement to be enforced as
of 1 November 2007, were underway over the review period.
Alongside this, the GSAS and ESROT systems were also updated.
On 27 April 2007 the ECB Governing Council approved organizational measures for
launching the first stage of the ECB TARGET2–Securities (T2S) project: defining user requirements, due for completion by the beginning of 2008. The T2S project focuses on
central bank cash settlement in euro for all government securities (shares, bonds and government debt instruments) without excluding the possibility of incorporating non-euro area
settlement systems. The project aims at significant cuts in national securities settlement infrastructure spending by introducing a single IT platform for all system participants. Individual central depositories’ current and securities settlement accounts will be maintained
on a single platform, while contacts with intermediaries, investors and issuers, and corporate management would remain with national depositories as now.
In line with European securities settlement initiatives and MF and BNB participation
in EU working groups and committees, standpoints were prepared on government debt
instruments and their settlement.
Under a National Council on Payment Systems resolution, representatives of the
electronic system for budget and fiscal reserve information servicing and ESROT operators participated in two consultative groups: on budget payments and on participation of
Bulgarian securities settlement systems in the European financial infrastructure.
Alongside this, work continued on the twinning project on BNB operational risk management to ECB requirements. The GSAS and the ESROT systems were included as pilot
structures. Their operators helped develop BNB operational risk management policy, outlining objectives, principles, scope, stages, and defining participants and their responsibilities.
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IX.

International Relations and Participation
in the ESCB

On 1 January 2007 the BNB became a full-fledged member of the European System
of Central Banks and an active participant in developing and implementing common EU
banking and finance policy.
The BNB performs its ESCB participation functions thanks to good organization during the run up to Bulgarian accession and experience as an observer in ESCB committees
and working groups since mid-2005.
BNB representatives took part in working groups formulating Bulgarian positions on
Economic and Monetary Union, financial services, statistics, and EU enlargement.
Through its representative on the Council for European Affairs, the Bank participates in
formulating national policy on issues discussed in EU institutions and other bodies.
Participation
in the
European
System of
Central
Banks

The European System of Central Banks comprises the ECB and the national central
banks of the EU Member States. Under Article 28 of the ESCB and ECB Statute, national
central banks are sole subscribers to and holders of the ECB capital. Under Decision
ECB/2004/10 laying down the measures necessary for the paying-up of the European
Central Bank’ capital by non-participating national central banks, on 2 January 2007 the
BNB remitted EUR 3,561,868.99 (BGN 6,966,410.22) or 7 per cent of its subscription to
the ECB capital. The remaining 93 per cent is to be remitted upon Bulgaria’s accession to
the euro area. The total BNB subscription to the ECB capital is EUR 50,883,842.67 or
0.8833 per cent of the ECB capital.
Since 1 January 2007 the BNB Governor is a member of the ECB General Council,
along with central bank governors from all EU members, the President and the Vice-President of the ECB. The General Council reviews economic convergence reports of non-euro
area EU Member States, discusses issues on participation in Exchange Rate
Mechanism II, and makes statements of opinion under the ECB’s consultative function
(European legal and national bodies have to consult the ECB on legislative bills within its
competence).
BNB representatives took part in 12 ESCB committees, 29 working groups, and the
Human Resource Conference. Through representatives in ESCB bodies, committees and
working groups, the Bank participates in coordinating monetary policy, contributes to preparing ECB legal instruments, forming and developing banking infrastructure, payment
and settlement systems, and statistical reporting.
The BNB continued to improve its internal rules to increase the effectiveness of its
representatives in the ESCB and other EU bodies and improve coordination with them. In
February 2007 the BNB Governor approved Internal Rules for preparing opinions on written procedures carried out within the ECB General Council, ESCB committees and working groups and other EU bodies. The Rules set out individual Bank directorates’ and officers’ responsibilities in preparing opinions on written procedures.

Participation in
ECOFIN
Meetings,
Council and
Commission
Committees and
Working Groups

The BNB Governor participates twice annually in ECOFIN’s informal meetings. Bank
representatives sat on regular Economic and Finance Committee meetings tackling a broad
range of EU economic issues and financial market developments, and participated in
ECOFIN annual assessments of Member State stability and convergence programmes. On
5 January 2007 Bulgaria submitted its first Convergence Programme covering 2006 to 2009.
BNB representatives also participated in Commission bodies like the Financial Services Committee, the Committee of European Banking Supervisors (CEBS) and its working groups, the European Banking Committee, the European Financial Conglomerates
Committee, the Interim Working Committee on Financial Conglomerates, the Committee
on the Prevention of Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing, EC committees and working groups on statistics, and European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF) working groups.
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International
Relations

The BNB Governor attended the bimonthly meetings of BIS central bank Governors:
a major forum for cooperation between member central banks and discussion on world
economic prospects, financial markets, and challenges to central banking from globalized
financial systems. At its Annual General Meeting, the BIS Board of Governors declared a
dividend of SDR 139.3 million (SDR 266 per share) for participating central banks. The
BNB’s dividend for its 8000 BIS shares came to SDR 2,040,000 and was received on 2
July 2007.
As Bulgaria acceded to the EU, relations between the Bank and international financial institutions entered a new phase. With regard to the IMF, this was marked by a seminar, Bulgaria’s EU Accession: Building on a Decade of Success, in May. Government officials, academics, European Commission representatives, and National Assembly deputies looked at challenges and policies for success.
Work continued under the October 2006 twinning project for adjusting the BNB to
ESCB and Eurosystem membership with the Banque de France, De Nederlandsche Bank,
and the Banca d’Italia. In banking supervision, De Nederlandsche Bank supported the
BNB in applying common reporting framework of capital adequacy (COREP) and using
XBRL. A seminar on economic modeling and model calibration was also held. Supported
by the Banque de France, the BNB made progress in developing communications and
strategies related to participating in the ESCB, ERM II, and introducing the euro. Banque
de France twinning partners assessed the legal framework and internal accounting rules
and procedures to help prepare financial statements to ECB requirements. A Risk Management Policy was elaborated in cooperation with the twinning partners and approved
by the BNB Governing Council. A Methodology for Risk Identification and Evaluation is
under preparation. Experts from the central banks of the Netherlands, Belgium, and Finland assessed the existing cash operations monitoring and control system and held a
seminar at the BNB.
In June 2007 the Financial Sector Integrity project financed by the US Agency for
International Development (USAID) ended after ten years of active reform support. Assistance focused on fighting money laundering, improving financial regulation, and enhancing financial system transparency.
Cooperation with the Deutsche Bundesbank addressed monetary policy, cash operations management, euro introduction, international reserve management, accounting,
statistics, economic analyses and forecasts. Experience was exchanged in analyzing nongenuine banknotes and fighting money counterfeiting.
The BNB has continuously broadened cooperation and exchanges of experience
with central banks in the EU and beyond (Albania, Azerbaijan, and Macedonia). In the first
half of 2007 technical assistance was provided to the central bank of Albania in recruiting
and administering personnel, testimonial, training and qualification. Experience in economic and financial affairs gained in the process of Bulgarian accession to the EU and the
future cooperation with the central bank of Albania were discussed during the May visit of
the BNB Governor to Albania. Technical assistance supported the central bank of
Macedonia in various areas. June saw a three-day seminar for experts from the central
bank of Azerbaijan on using automated audit management systems.

International Relations and Participation in the ESCB

BNB representatives at CEBS, the European Banking Committee, the European Financial Conglomerates Committee and the Interim Working Committee on Financial Conglomerates took direct part in supervisory practice convergence by helping develop new
practices, instructions and forms.
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X.

Statistics

As scheduled, the BNB provided users with monetary and interest rate statistics, statistics on the external sector and non-bank financial institutions. The Bank sends regular
data compliant with methodological requirements to the ECB, Eurostat, and the IMF. In the
first half of 2007 the BNB continued work on diverse projects related to commitments to
gather statistics under Article 5 of the ESCB and ECB Statute.
Introducing Regulation ECB/2001/13 on monetary statistics was completed and
since February 2007 the scope of reporting units was expanded to include money market
funds. Simultaneously, euro area and non euro area data to the EU sector and net actual
transactions began to be published.
Preparation for reporting a broader range of balance and cashflow data to the ECB
was completed, with information being sent by the time fixed.
In January 2007 the Interest Rate Statistics subsystem was tested to complete the
introduction of Regulation ECB/2001/18. A new Interest Rate Statistics periodical was
launched to publish more capital and money market indicators.
Over the first half of 2007 work continued on expanding statistics of other financial
intermediaries in line with Guideline ECB/2003/2. Investigations addressed elaborating a
methodology and reporting forms for non-bank financial institutions which extend loans.
Preparations for introducing statistics on claim securitization special investment purpose
companies also started.
An investment company and contract fund statistical methodology was introduced
to Regulation 8/2007 on investment fund asset and liability statistics, with the initial data
covering the first quarter of 2007. Work on developing a methodology for pension fund
and insurance company statistics and its phased introduction continued in the review period.
The first half-year saw the selection of a contractor to conduct random sample border surveys of Bulgarian and foreign nationals. Surveying started in the second half of
2007 and will improve the methodology for reporting data on the Travel and other balance
of payments items.
The BNB continued developing a methodology for complete direct reporting of economic agent data for balance of payments and international investment position figures.
In late June the BNB and the European Commission (Eurostat) contracted to conduct a pilot survey among residents with direct investments in non-EU countries to get
data on European Parliament and Council Regulation (EC) 716/2007 on Community statistics on the structure and activity of foreign affiliates.
In cooperation with the ECB, the BNB continued active support for the Centralized
Securities Database project, with data exchange preparations starting during the review
period. The Banca d’Italia helped Bank specialists develop methodology for the overall
portfolio investment reporting model needed for a security-by-security database. The
scope of units reporting portfolio investments on a security-by-security basis expanded.
Over the review period information on stock exchange statistics was prepared and sent for
the first time to the ECB.
The BNB started sending the ECB regular data on quarterly financial accounts of the
General Government sector to European Parliament and Council Regulation 501/2004, as
well as annual data on government finance statistics under Guidelines ECB/2005/5.
Work on preparing technical terms of reference of the integrated statistical system
project began in the review period.
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Research

Economic research, analyses of Bulgarian economic processes, and macroeconomic forecasts support the Bank’s management in decision making and formulating economic policy. In the first half of 2007 research reflected the BNB priorities of ESCB participation and preparing for euro area membership. Work focused on developing macroeconomic models for forecasting economic developments in Bulgaria, preparing alternative
scenarios and analyzing economic policy, and assessing nominal and real convergence.
The BNB continued researching the history of central banks through the Balkans Monetary
and Finance History Study Network.
Specialized research under the Research Plan for the 2007 to 2008 Period supported BNB operations by analyzing individual economic processes and issues and improving forecasting and modeling tools. The period saw assessments of Bulgaria’s readiness for euro area membership, development of forecasting tools to ECB requirements,
and work on economic policy analyses based on dynamic stochastic general equilibrium
models. Assessments of nominal and real convergence included analyzing price dynamics, financial integration and transmission mechanisms, the long-term sustainability of
public finance and long-term interest rates, competitiveness and external position
sustainability. Research results were published in technical reports and presented at
seminars organized by the BNB for banking experts and academics.
Experts from the Banque de France and De Nederlandsche Bank within the twinning
covenant helped improve forecasting tools to ECB requirements. In the first half of 2007
Banque de France experts held a seminar on building up prognostic models and organizing the forecasting process. A new basic model to improve BNB macroeconomic forecasts is being tested and honed following De Nederlandsche Bank experts’ recommendations during their technical mission.
In June 2007 the BNB hosted a seminar by Bank of England Centre for Central
Banking Studies specialists. Focusing on general equilibrium models and their application, this was attended by representatives of central banks in Albania, Armenia, Croatia,
Greece, Macedonia, Montenegro, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Turkey, and the Ukraine.
The Guest Researcher Programme supports BNB research and helps establish fruitful cooperation with experts from Bulgaria and abroad on subjects of interest to the BNB.
In the first half of 2007 two guest researchers worked on developing a basic dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model for the Bulgarian economy, taking into account the specifics of the currency board and 1930s exchange controls in Bulgaria and Italy.
The BNB Discussion Papers editorial board reviewed nine submissions in the first
half of 2007. Four are published, two are under print and three are being edited pending
publication.
Under the Banking and Finance History/Heritage series, Marko Riaskow:
Erinnerungen und Dokumente (in German) and a collection of Asen Hristoforov’s papers
were prepared for publication. In the Research series, work continued on a historiography
of Bulgaria’s external debt between 1878 and 1989.

Research

XI.
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XII.

Information Infrastructure

Phased work to allow BNB users access to ESCB information systems started in
early 2007. In March and April electronic mail between European central banks was
routed via ESCBNet under the IERA project to protect electronic correspondence. Voice
communication updating continued by replacing existing switchboards with VoIP technology.
A Procedure for Identifying Information Asset Owners and Transferring Information
Asset Ownership was adopted in June to improve information system security.
To provide effective information services to business users at the Bank, a BNB
SWIFT Alliance System Administration and Technical Maintenance Agreement was approved in the first half of 2007. This effectively divides administration and maintenance,
improves day-to-day functionality, and cuts operational risk during SWIFT Alliance functioning as an important element of technical infrastructure, a financial information transfer
environment, and a major RINGS component.
RINGS transfer to SWIFT–Phase2 was successful, ensuring a new level of security
and connectedness between SWIFT participants and unison with EU requirements. Rotary
RINGS functioning was implemented, proving good capacity distribution in real time. Under the aforementioned BNB SWIFT Alliance agreement, a SWIFT Test & Training configuration was installed as a new test server for self training and testing SWIFT services and
SWIFTNet–Phase2 transfer. To improve communications with RINGS developers, a procedure for software changes, testing and installation in Bulgarian and English was prepared
and approved by the BNB Deputy Governor. In response to increased RINGS information
demand, RINGS Technical Maintenance Division experts developed an interim special
statements depository. RINGS participating banks are switching to a more reliable Bulgarian Telecommunications Company MAN link in preference to slower and less reliable
internet links.
Other applied programme tasks involved updates and upgrades to a single data depository (banking supervision reports), the Central Credit Register, a monetary statistics
system, and a system for BNB cash reporting, control and management. Work on launching the new SAP core banking information system continued.
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Human Resource Management

Human resource management rests on effective application of specific internal rules
and practices for optimizing recruitment, training and qualifications. Recruitment was on
a competitive basis. This improved personnel professional structure, helping the Bank in
its tasks, including new commitments from Bulgaria’s EU membership and that of the BNB
in the ESCB. Staff numbered 910 against 928 in the first half of 2006.

Staff Structure
(number, per cent)

Source: BNB.

Qualification and skill improvement is a priority of BNB human resource management, with BNB employees getting more chances for raising their educational and professional attainment. Seventeen employees participated in distance learning programmes,
with Certified Financial Analysts and Certified Internal Auditors each attended by three
persons. Attention focused on adopting European practices and experience in banking. In
the first half of 2007, 67 BNB employees took part in various forms of training organized
by foreign banks and financial institutions.
Short-term training programmes on recent changes in Bulgarian legislation were attended by 49 employees. The courses were conducted by organizations experienced in
professional training like, inter alia, Cisco Academy (CCNA and CSS courses), the Union
of Bulgarian Jurists, Trud i Pravo Publishers, and the International Banking Institute.
The trend towards improving foreign language skills continued, with 54 employees
attending licensed language schools.
Thirty-two employees boosted their educational attainments through university remote training programmes. Nine employees are reading for Doctors’ Degrees, 10 for Masters’ Degrees, nine for Bachelors’ Degrees, and a further four for specialist degrees.

Human Resource Management

XIII.
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XIV.

Facilities Management

The BNB mainly trades from owned premises and properties. This ensures the level
of independence, security and protection required of a central bank. In the first half of
2007 property spending was related mainly to the investment programme and the implementation of projected funds was as follows:
• estates refurbishment: 30 per cent;
• equipment purchasing: 33 per cent.
The sole construction, reconstruction and modernization item in the Bank’s 2007
budget was for the new BNB Cash Centre. By the end of June 2007 no payments were
effected on design and consultancy (independent construction supervision), therefore no
budgeted funds were expended.
The number of BNB vehicles decreased, as three of them were granted gratis to
budget organizations.
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XV.

Internal Audit

Over the January to June 2007 period the following BNB functions were audited:
maintaining cash circulation, government agency, information and analysis, and administration.
Alongside auditing cash circulation maintenance, regional cash centres were reviewed and the fitness of control systems and structural divisions to implement Internal
Rules on Cash Operations from 1 July 2007 was assessed.
In line with restructuring cash operations to the Strategy for Bulgarian National Bank
Development between 2004 and 2009, the chief auditor and BNB Internal Audit experts
monitored implementation of the Cash Services Company and BNB Cash Centre projects.
An audit addressed the electronic system for registering and servicing government
securities trading which concerns the BNB’s government agency function. The objectives
attained with the system’s modern version were assessed, including productivity and
quality, control mechanism scope, accuracy, security, reliability and processing punctuality, legal compliance and fidelity to internal regulations; interface control, and IT security.
The 30 June 2007 audit of major financial statement positions aimed to evaluate their
accuracy, scope, reliability and compliance with changes in the Bank’s accounting policy.
As regards Вank administration, compliance with the Internal Rules on Selection Procedures for Public Tender Subcontractors under the Public Tendering Law was assessed,
together with contract delivery and service performance.

Audits in the First Half of 2007
BNB Functions

Audits

Maintaining cash circulation

Maintaining cash circulation
Cash reception, consigning and safekeeping

Government agency

The ESROT electronic system

Information and analysis

The BNB 30 June 2007 financial statements

Administration

Supplier selection
Contract performance

Source: BNB.
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XVI.

BNB Budget Implementation

The BNB Budget was adopted by the BNB Governing Council at its 30 November
2006 meeting by Resolution No 153.

1. Operational Expenditure
The implementation of the BNB operational expenditure budget in the first half of
2007 came to BGN 31,571,000 or 43.3 per cent of the annual budget.
Over the reporting period currency circulation cost BGN 9,336,000 or 40.6 per cent
of the annual budget. Banknote and coin production cost was BGN 8,888,000 or 41.3 per
cent of the BNB 2007 budget, including BGN 7,170,000 or 43.7 per cent of budget on
banknote printing and BGN 1,718,000 on coin minting, of which BGN 1,035,000 on circulation. Commemorative coin expenditure came to BGN 683,000 and it was in line with the
programme adopted by the BNB Governing Council.
Funds were spent on designing new issues of banknotes and coins, banknote and
coin scrapping, and consumables. Expenditure on machine spares for servicing currency
in circulation came to BGN 53,000.
Renting premises at the BNB Printing Works and at the State Mint cost
BGN 256,000.
Material, external services, and depreciation spending totaled BGN 11,293,000 or
43.2 per cent of budget. Of this, materials comprised BGN 354,000. Major expenditure in
this group comprised, inter alia, BGN 65,000 on inventories, BGN 126,000 on office materials, and BGN 115,000 on fuel and spares for the BNB transport fleet.
Expenditure on hired services was BGN 6,024,000. More significant items concerned Bloomberg, Reuters, internet and other system provision at BGN 711,000. Software maintenance came to BGN 1,917,000. Equipment maintenance was BGN 364,000.
Mail, telephone and telex spend came to BGN 234,000. Property and refuse collection levies were BGN 763,000, and electric bills were BGN 180,000. The Bank spent
BGN 793,000 on its security contract with the Ministry of the Interior. Expenses on major
building maintenance totaled BGN 216,000.
In the first half of 2007 BGN 19,000 went on consultation services. Funds spent on
tax consultations related to the Value Added Tax Law amounted to BGN 18,000, while
BGN 1000 went to legal services.
Depreciation expenses were BGN 4,915,000 .
Wages, social, and healthcare costs totaled BGN 8,750,000 or 48.6 per cent of budget. In accordance with the requirements of IAS 19, Income of Hired Persons, the Bank reported in its budget BGN 117,000 worth of current obligations to staff for retirement and
BGN 1,003,000 unused paid leave.
Social expenditure amounted to BGN 1,410,000.
Miscellaneous administrative expenditure for the first half of 2007 was BGN 527,000.
Inland travel involved mainly supplying banknotes and coins to regional cash centres and
conducting checks there; it cost BGN 20,000.
Foreign travel covered participation in seminars and staff training. Utilized funds
came to BGN 193,000. Staff training totaled BGN 199,000 and Bank representative and
protocol expenses, BGN 101,000.
In line with the Educational and Professional Training Programme, BNB staff training
in the first half of 2007 was aimed at preparing the employees for the work in a central
bank which is a member of the European System of Central Banks and for the euro area
accession. Expenses totaled BGN 199,000, including BGN 107,000 spent on acquisition
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2. The Investment Programme
Budgeted investment funds totaled BGN 26,479,000, of which BGN 9,301,000 were
utilized.
During the first half of 2007, BGN 561,000 were spent on machines and equipment,
motor vehicles and other equipment, of which BGN 144,000 on machine spares for servicing currency circulation, BGN 111,000 on BNB security equipment, including BGN 13,000
on expanding video surveillance, BGN 89,000 on colour cameras and recording devices,
and BGN 9000 on drain pumps.
The Bank spent BGN 306,000 on office furniture and equipment.
Investment funds went mostly on implementing the BNB information and communications technology development strategy. Computerization costs came to BGN 503,000,
of which BGN 29,000 spent on hardware and BGN 474,000 on software. Software costs
included, inter alia, BGN 143,000 on the SAP core banking information system,
BGN 149,000 on Microsoft licenses, BGN 99,000 on changes to the ESROT system and
BGN 36,000 on expanding the Central Credit Register information system.
Parallel to Bulgaria's accession to the EU on 1 January 2007, the BNB became a
member in the ESCB. Bulgaria's contribution to the ESCB capital came to
EUR 3,561,868.99 or BGN 6,966,410.22.
In compliance with a Governing Council resolution, the BNB holds shares in the
newly founded Cash Services Company with an equity of BGN 1,271,000.

Implementation of the BNB Budget

Indicators

Section I. BNB operational expenditure
Currency circulation expenditure
Materials, services and depreciation expenditure
Personnel expenditure
Social activity expenditure
Other administrative expenditure
BNB expenditure on membership in ESCB
Section II. Investment programme
Expenditure on construction, reconstruction and modernization
Expenditure on acquiring machines, motor vehicles and other equipment
Expenditure on BNB computerization
Investment related to BNB membership in ESCB
Other investment

Report
30 June 2007
(BGN’000)

Budget
2007
(BGN’000)

Implementation
(%)

31 571
9 336
11 293
8 750
1 410
527
255

72 865
22 984
26 115
18 008
1 852
2 323
1 583

43.3
40.6
43.2
48.6
76.1
22.7
16.1

9 301
0
561
503
6 966
1 271

26 479
4 483
2 796
10 360
7 340
1 500

35.1
20.1
4.9
94.9
84.7

BNB Budget Implementation

of European practices and experience, BGN 66,000 on short-term training on recent
changes in Bulgarian legislation and BGN 26,000 on foreign language learning.
During the first six month of 2007 the expenses related to BNB joining the ESCB
came to BGN 255,000. The cost of BNB representatives' participation at ESCB commission and committee sessions was BGN 235,000. Spending on maintenance of equipment
needed for the BNB membership in the ESCB totaled BGN 13,000, while expenditure incurred on staff training to this end was BGN 6000.
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Statement of Responsibilities of the Governing Council of the
Bulgarian National Bank

The Law on the Bulgarian National Bank requires the Governing Council of the
Bulgarian National Bank to prepare financial statements for each reporting period to
present the financial position of the Bulgarian National Bank and the results of its
operations for the period.
The financial statements of the Bulgarian National Bank approved by the Governing Council are prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards adopted by the European Commission.
The Governing Council of the Bulgarian National Bank is responsible for maintaining proper accounting records, which disclose with reasonable accuracy at any
time the financial position of the Bulgarian National Bank. It has a general responsibility for taking such steps as are reasonably open to it to safeguard the assets of the
Bulgarian National Bank and to prevent or detect fraud and other irregularities.

Ivan Iskrov
Governor of the BNB
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(BGN’000)

Note

30 June 2007

30 June 2006

Interest and similar income

7

274,588

176,956

Interest expense and similar charges

7

(74,820)

(34,935)

199,768

142,021

Net interest income

Fee and commission income

4,257

3,769

Fee and commission expense

(2,524)

(1,421)

1,733

2,348

Net fee and commission income

Other net financial income/(expense)

8

3,187

(34,601)

Other operating income

9

16,199

13,551

220,887

123,319

10

(41,166)

(35,882)

179,721

87,437

(5,991)

(59,263)

185,712

146,700

Total income from banking operations
Operating expenses

Profit from operations

Transfer (to)/from special reserves

Result after transfer (to)/from special reserves

The accompanying notes on pages 61 to 78 form an integral part of the consolidated financial
statements.

-Consolidated Financial Statements as at 30 June 2007 (unaudited)

Consolidated Income Statement as at 30 June 2007 (unaudited)
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Consolidated Balance Sheet as at 30 June 2007 (unaudited)
(BGN’000)

Note

30 June 2007

31 Dec. 2006

4,206,480

ASSETS
Cash and deposits in foreign currencies

11

4,613,328

Gold, instruments in gold and other precious metals

12

1,224,038

1,226,617

Investment in securities

13

12,824,026

11,968,687

Equity investments and quota in the IMF

15

1,449,423

1,465,753

Receivables from the Government of the Republic of Bulgaria

14

-

506,326

Property, plant and equipment and intangible assets

16

164,829

171,466

Other assets

17

42,668

35,688

20,318,312

19,581,017

Total assets

LIABILITIES
Banknotes and coins in circulation

22

6,984,266

6,888,576

Due to banks and other financial institutions

18

3,122,710

3,593,746

Liabilities to government institutions and other borrowings

19

6,639,418

5,105,564

Borrowings against Republic of Bulgaria's IMF participation

20

1,332,288

1,356,364

Borrowings from general resources of the IMF

21

-

506,326

Accruals and other liabilities

23

120,266

19,108

18,198,948

17,469,684

Total liabilities
EQUITY
Capital

24

20,000

20,000

Reserves

24

2,095,971

2,088,047

Minority interest

25

3,393

3,286

2,119,364

2,111,333

20,318,312

19,581,017

Total equity
Total liabilities and equity

The accompanying notes on pages 61 to 78 form an integral part of the consolidated financial
statements.
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(BGN’000)

Note

30 June 2007

31 Dec. 2006

Net cash flow from banking operations
Net income from banking operations

179,721

87,437

Adjustments for non-cash and non-operating items:
Dividend income
Depreciation

16

(729)

-

7,799

7,098

Profit on disposal of property, plant,
equipment and intangible assets

188

65

Other non-monetary movements

(835)

(83)

Gains on working capital arising from market movements

5,305

47,693

191,449

142,210

Net cash flow from operating activities before
changes in operating assets and liabilities
Change in operating assets
(Increase)/decrease in gold and other precious metals

(438)

488

(857,397)

(78,680)

500,783

431,234

(4,366)

(4,698)

(Decrease)/increase in due to banks and other financial institutions

(470,904)

884,921

Increase in government deposits and current accounts

1,534,449

76,560

(Decrease) in borrowings from the IMF

(500,783)

(431,234)

95,690

109 855

(Increase) in securities
Decrease in receivables from the government
(Increase) in other assets
Change in operating liabilities

Increase in currency in circulation
Increase/(decrease) in accruals and other liabilities

101,194

(3,224)

Net cash flow from operating activities

589,677

1,127,432

(1,575)

(5,648)

Cash flow from investing activities
Purchase of property, plant, equipment and intangible assets, net
Dividends received

729

-

Increase in BNB interest participation

(8,739)

-

Net cash flow from investing activities

(9,585)

(5,648)

Cash flow from financing activities
Payments to the government

(170,630)

(150,162)

Net cash flow from financing activities

(170,630)

(150,162)

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period
Cash and cash equivalents at end of period

11, 17

409,462

971,622

4,230,198

3,448,332

4,639,660

4,419,954

The accompanying notes on pages 61 to 78 form an integral part of the consolidated financial
statements.
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Consolidated Statement of Changes in Equity
as at 30 June 2007 (unaudited)
(BGN'000)
Minority
interest

Capital

Revaluation reserves from:
non-current
monetary commemorative
assets
assets
coins

Other
reserves

Total

20,000

3,206

105,430

884,221

756

Revaluation of equity investments

-

-

(1,355)

-

-

Transfer of unrealized gains
on the revaluation of gold

-

-

-

26,466

-

-

26,466

Transfer of net foreign exchange balances

-

-

-

(1,711)

-

-

(1,711)

Transfer of net loss on the revaluation
of financial instruments

-

-

-

(1,692)

-

-

(1,692)

Transfer of net loss on the revaluation of securities

-

-

-

(19,803)

-

-

(19,803)

Other transfers

-

-

(128)

-

(21)

494

345

Current year contribution to the budget
of the Republic of Bulgaria

-

-

-

-

-

23,930

23,930

Profit for the year after the contribution
to the budget of the Republic of Bulgaria
and minority interest

-

80

-

-

-

84,109

84,189

Other special reserves

-

-

-

-

-

65,000

65,000

20,000

3,286

103,947

887,481

735

Transfer of unrealized net loss
on the revaluation of gold

-

-

-

(3,017)

-

Transfer of unrealized net gain on
the revaluation of financial instruments

-

-

-

1,286

Transfer of unrealized foreign exchange net loss

-

-

-

(916)

Transfer of unrealized net loss
on the revaluation of securities

-

-

-

(3,344)

Other transfers

-

-

(225)

-

Payment of the prior year contribution
to the budget of the Republic of Bulgaria

-

-

-

-

-

Current year projected contribution to the budget
of the Republic of Bulgaria

-

-

-

-

-

Balance as at 30 June 2006

Balance as at 31 December 2006

Profit for the year after the contribution
to the budget of the Republic of Bulgaria
and minority interest
Balance as at 31 December 2006

3,393

103,722

881,490

-

(1,355)

1,095,884 2,111,333

-

(3,017)

-

-

1,286

-

-

(916)

-

-

(3,344)

(15)

(821)

(1,061)

107
20,000

922,351 1,935,964

720

(170,630) (170,630)
137,255

137,255

48,351

48,458

1,110,039 2,119,364

The accompanying notes on pages 61 to 78 form an integral part of the consolidated financial
statements.
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1.

Statute and principal activities
The Bulgarian National Bank (the ’Bank’) is 100 per cent owned by the Republic of Bulgaria.
The Bank is the central bank of the Republic of Bulgaria. The operation of the Bank is governed by the Law on the Bulgarian National Bank, which has been effective from 10 June
1997.
Under this law, the principal activities of the Bank may be summarized as:
• Maintaining price stability through national currency stability;
• Exclusive right to issue banknotes and coins;
• Regulation and supervision of other banks’ activities with a view to banking system stability maintenance;
• Facilitation of non-cash payments through establishment and operation of efficient
payment systems.
Under this law, the principal operations of the Bank may be summarized as:
• The Bank may not provide credit to the state or to state-owned institutions other than
credit for purchase of Special Drawing Rights (SDR) from the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) in accordance with terms set by law;
• The Bank may not provide credit to commercial banks except in the case of liquidity
risk threatening to affect the stability of the banking system;
• The Bank may not deal in Bulgarian government securities;
• The Bank may not issue Bulgarian levs in excess of the Bulgarian lev equivalent of the
gross international foreign currency reserves;
• The Bank must prepare its accounts in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards;
• Under terms agreed upon with the Minister of Finance, the Bank acts as agent for public debts or for debts guaranteed by the state;
• The Bank acts as a central depository of government securities.
The Governing Council of the Bulgarian National Bank approved the consolidated financial statements set out on pages 55 to 78 on 8 November 2007.

2.

Statement of compliance
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) as adopted by the European Commission.

3.

Basis of preparation
The financial statements are presented in Bulgarian levs (BGN) rounded to the nearest
thousand. The financial statements are prepared on a fair value basis for financial assets
and liabilities at fair value through profit and loss, available-for-sale assets and derivative
financial instruments, except those for which a reliable measure of fair value is not available. Other financial assets and liabilities and non-financial assets and liabilities are
stated at amortised cost or historical cost.
The accounting policies have been consistently applied.
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with IFRSs requires management to
make judgment, estimates and assumption that affect the application of policies and the
reporting amounts of assets and liabilities in the following financial year. Estimates and
judgments are continually evaluated and are based on historical experience and other
factors, including expectations of future events that are believed to be reasonable under
the circumstances.

4.

Basis of consolidation
Subsidiaries
Subsidiaries are the enterprises controlled by the Bank. Control exists when the Bank has
the power, directly or indirectly, to govern the financial and operating policies of an enterprise so as to obtain benefits from its activities. The financial statements of the subsidiaries are included in the consolidated financial statements from the date that control commences until the date that control ceases. All receivables and payables, income and expenses as well as intragroup profits resulting from transactions between group companies
are eliminated unless they are immaterial. The minority shareholders’ proportionate share
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in the net assets of the group’s majority-owned subsidiaries is disclosed separately from
capital and reserves under the Minority interest item.

Associates
Associates are those entities in which the Bank has significant influence, but not control,
over the financial and operating policies. The consolidated financial statements include
the group’s share of the total recognized gains and losses of associates on an equity accounted basis, from the date that significant influence commences until the date that significant influence ceases. The share of associates’ net results subsequent to acquisition is
disclosed as other operating income in the income statement and is added to the carrying
value of the investments in associates.

5.

Summary of significant accounting policies

(a) Income recognition
Interest income and expense are recognized in the income statement as they accrue, taking into account the effective yield of the asset or an applicable floating rate. Interest income and expense includes the amortization of any discount or premium, and other differences between the initial carrying amount and the amount at maturity calculated on an effective interest rate basis.
Fee and commission income and expenses arise on financial services provided by the
Bank and are recognized when the corresponding service is provided.
Other financial income/expense includes gains and losses arising from disposals and
changes in the fair value of financial assets and liabilities at fair value through profit and
loss and available-for-sale assets.
Dividends on available-for-sale equity instruments are recognized in the income statement
when the Bank receives the payment.

(b) Financial instruments
(i)

Classification
For the purposes of measuring financial instruments subsequent to initial recognition, the
Bank classifies the financial instruments into four categories:
Financial instruments at fair value through profit and loss are those that the Bank holds for
the purpose of short-term profit. These include investments that are not designated for any
particular purpose and effective hedging instruments and liabilities from short-term sales
of financial instruments. Net receivables under derivatives held for trading (positive fair
value), as well as options purchased, if any, are reported as trading assets. All net liabilities under derivatives held for trading (negative fair value), as well as options written, if
any, are reported as trading liabilities.
Loans and receivables are loans and receivables created by the Bank through providing
money to a debtor other than those created with the intention of short-term profit taking.
Held-to-maturity financial assets are assets with fixed or determinable payments and fixed
maturity that the Bank has the intent and ability to hold to maturity.
Available-for-sale financial assets are all assets that cannot be classified in any other category, as well as any new asset intended for this purpose at its initial recognition.

(ii) Initial recognition
The Bank recognizes financial assets at fair value through profit and loss, financial assets
held to maturity and financial assets available for sale on the settlement date. From the
date it commits to purchase the assets, any gains and losses arising from changes in fair
value of the assets are recognized.
The Bank manages foreign reserves in line with the prudential investment principles and
practices as per the requirements of the Law on the BNB. Investments in securities can
only be in liquid debt instruments issued by institutions with high credit rating.

(iii) Subsequent measurement
Initially, financial instruments are recognized at cost, which includes transaction costs.
Subsequent to initial recognition, all financial instruments at fair value through profit and
loss, and all available-for-sale financial assets are measured at fair value, except that any
instrument that does not have a quoted market price in an active market and whose fair
value cannot be reliably measured is stated at cost, including transaction costs, less impairment losses, if any.
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(iv) Fair value measurement principles and disclosures
The fair value of financial instruments is based on their quoted market price at the balance
sheet date without any deduction for transaction costs. If a quoted market price is not
available, the fair value of the instrument is estimated using pricing models or discounted
cash flow techniques.
Where discounted cash flow techniques are used, estimated future cash flows are based
on management’s best estimates and the discount rate is a market-related rate at the balance sheet date for an instrument with similar terms and conditions and characteristics.
Where pricing models are used, inputs are based on market related measures at the balance sheet date.
The fair value of derivatives that are not exchange-traded is estimated at the amount that
the Bank would receive or pay to terminate the contract at the balance sheet date taking
into account current market conditions and the current creditworthiness of the
counterparties.
The futures are measured at fair value using market prices quoted on active markets.
In accordance with IAS 32, the Bank discloses the fair value information on assets or liabilities for which published market information is readily available and where the fair
value is materially different from their recorded amounts.
The fair value of cash and cash equivalents, deposits in foreign currency, other receivables and liabilities is approximately equal to the book value given, because of their shortterm maturity. The Bank changes the contractual interest rate on the liabilities to the government that carry the floating interest rate to reflect the movement in the market interest
rates.

(v) Gains and losses on subsequent measurement
All gains and losses arising from a change in the fair value of financial instruments through
profit and loss and those available-for-sale are recognized in the income statement.
Gains and losses arising from changes in the fair value of available-for-sale financial assets are recognized directly in equity, until the financial asset is derecognized or impaired
at which time the cumulative gain or loss previously recognized in equity should be recognized in profit or loss.

(vi) Derecognition
A financial asset is derecognized on the value date after the Bank loses control over the
contractual rights that comprise that asset. This occurs when the rights are realized, expire or are surrendered. A financial liability is derecognized when it is extinguished.
Available-for-sale financial assets and financial assets at fair value through profit and loss
that are sold are derecognized on the settlement day. Gains and losses at derecognition
are determined individually for each asset.

(vii) Automatic securities lending agreements
Investments lent under automatic securities lending agreements are reported in the balance sheet and are valued in accordance with the accounting policy applicable to assets
held for trading, respectively assets for sale. Investments lent under automatic securities
lending agreements continue to be recognized in the Bank’s balance sheet. Income arising from the securities lending agreements is recognized on an accrual basis over the
period of the transactions and is included in interest income.

(viii) Impairment of assets
Financial assets are reviewed at each balance sheet date to determine whether there is
objective evidence of impairment. If any such indication exists, the asset’s recoverable
amount is estimated.

(c) Gold and other precious metals
Gold and other precious metals are valued at market value based on the official London
closing Bullion Market price at the balance sheet date.

-Consolidated Financial Statements as at 30 June 2007 (unaudited)
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(d) Equity investments
For the purposes of measuring the equity investments subsequent to initial recognition,
they are classified as available-for-sale financial assets and are reported at fair value.
Details of investments held are set out in note 15.

(e) Property, plant, equipment and intangible assets
Property, plant, equipment and intangible assets are stated in the balance sheet at their
acquisition, respectively cost as modified by any revaluation, less accumulated depreciation and impairment losses.

(i)

Subsequent expenditure
Expenditure incurred to replace a component of an item of property, plant and equipment
that is accounted for separately is capitalized. All other subsequent expenditures are
capitalized only when they increase the future economic benefits embodied in the item of
property, plant and equipment. All other expenditures are recognized in the income statement as an expense as incurred.

(ii) Depreciation
Depreciation is charged to the income statement on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful lives of items of property, plant, equipment and intangible assets. Land is
not depreciated. The depreciation rates used are as follows:
(%)

Buildings
Equipment
Computers
Fixtures and fittings
Motor vehicles
Intangible assets

2−4
3−20
33.3
6.7−20
8−25
15−33.3

Assets are not depreciated until they are brought into use and transferred from assets in
the course of construction into the relevant asset category.

(iii) Calculation of recoverable amount
The recoverable amount of the Bank’s property plant and equipment is the greater of the
net selling price and value in use. In assessing value in use, the estimated future cash
flows are discounted to their present value using the Bank’s incremental borrowing rate
that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific
to the asset. For an asset that does not generate largely independent cash inflows, the
recoverable amount is determined for the cash-generating unit to which the asset belongs.

(iv) Reversals of impairment
In respect of property, plant and equipment, an impairment loss is reversed if there has
been a change in the estimates used to determine the recoverable amount. An impairment loss is reversed only up to the amount of the asset’s carrying amount before recognizing of impairment loss.

(f)

Foreign currencies
Income and expenditure arising in foreign currencies are translated to BGN at the official
rates of exchange on the transaction date. Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in
foreign currencies at the balance sheet date are translated at the official exchange rate
ruling on that day. Foreign exchange gains and losses are recognized in the income statement. Foreign currency denominated non-monetary assets and liabilities are valued at the
exchange rate on the date of acquisition or at latest determination of fair value.
Open forward foreign exchange contracts are marked to market. The gains and losses on
revaluation of open forward contacts are recognized in the income statement.
The exchange rates of major foreign currencies as at 30 June 2007 and 31 December
2006 were:
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US Dollar (USD)
Euro (EUR)
Special Drawing Rights (SDR)
Gold (XAU)

30 June 2007

31 December 2006

1 : BGN 1.448230
1 : BGN 1.95583
1 : BGN 2.19489
1 troy ounce : BGN 941.756

1 : BGN 1.48506
1 : BGN 1.95583
1 : BGN 2.23412
1 troy ounce : BGN 944.198

(g) Taxation
The Bank is not subject to income tax on income from its main activities. Tax on the profit
from subsidiaries for the period comprises current tax and deferred tax. For the subsidiaries, current tax comprises tax payable calculated on the basis of the expected taxable income for the period, using the effective tax rate or the current one on the balance sheet
date. Deferred tax is provided using the balance sheet liability method on all temporary
differences between the carrying amounts for financial reporting purposes and the
amounts used for taxation purposes.

(h) Loans from the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
The borrowings from the IMF are denominated in Special Drawing Rights (SDR).

(i)

Profit distribution policy of the Bank
The policy of distributing profit from banking operations of the Bank is defined in the Law on
the BNB. Within the meaning of Article 36, paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Law on BNB, the Bank
allocates special reserves that comprise of unrealized net gains and losses arising from revaluation of assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currency or gold. According to the
requirements of Article 8, paragraph 2 of the Law on the BNB the Bank sets aside 25 per
cent of the annual excess of revenue over expenditure into a Reserve Fund. According to
Article 8, paragraph 3 of the Law on the BNB, after the allocation to the Reserve Fund the
Bank may establish a special reserve fund to cover market risk losses and other reserves on
decision of the Governing Council. Subsequent to the allocation of reserves as required by
the Law on the BNB the Bank stipulates the contribution to the State Budget.

(j)

Cash in hand and deposits in foreign currency
Cash and cash equivalents consist of cash in hand, current accounts and time deposits
with maturities of less than three months.

(k) Standards, interpretations and amendments to published standards
that are relevant to the Bank’s activities
IFRS 7 (effective from 1 January 2007) – Financial Instruments: Disclosure
The standard will require increased disclosure about the significance of financial instruments for an entity’s financial position and performance, and qualitative and quantitative
disclosures on the nature and extent of risks. The Bank considers that the significant additional disclosures required will relate to its financial risk management objectives, policies
and processes.
Amendments to IAS 1 (effective from 1 January 2007) – Presentation of Financial Statements – Capital Disclosures.
As a complimentary amendment arising from IFRS 7 the standard will require increased
disclosure in respect of the Bank’s capital.
IFRIC 9 Reassessment of Embedded Derivatives (effective for annual periods beginning
on or after 1 June 2006).
The interpretation requires that a reassessment of whether an embedded derivative should
be separated from the underlying host contract should be made only when there are
changes in the terms of the contract that significantly modify the cash flows that otherwise
would be required under the contract. IFRS 9 is not relevant to the Bank’s operations, as the
Bank has not changed the terms of the contracts, which contain embedded derivatives.

6.

Risk management disclosures
The process of the BNB management of the gross international reserve looks to the security and high liquidity of the investment assets first, and then the intention of maximizing
income in the context of the international markets conditions. Its investment strategy depends mainly on the specific function of a central bank operating under a strictly regulated
currency board arrangement and in accordance with the requirements of the Law on the
BNB.
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The major portion of BNB’s foreign currency reserves is invested in low-risk discount and
coupon bonds, and in short-term foreign currency and gold deposits placed with first rate
foreign banks. The remaining portion is held in SDRs, and in monetary gold kept in the
Bank’s vaults.
The foreign currency reserve risks are managed by an independent risk management
unit. It is directly responsible for the strategic asset allocation and the determination of the
foreign exchange reserves benchmark, and prepares and submits for approval the investment management limits. On a quarterly basis, an overall review is made of the changes
in the market conditions, the amount and structure of foreign currency reserves, and if required, the investment limits and benchmarks are updated. The observance of underlying
limits, rules, and procedures is monitored on a daily basis. Reports are regularly prepared
both for the needs of foreign currency reserves operating management, and for providing
updated information to the Bank’s management.
All approved financial instruments and asset classes in which the BNB may invest are
given in the document Investment Guidelines and Benchmarks for the Management of the
Gross International Reserves. The same document defines the main portfolios and the
benchmarks corresponding to them, as well as all limits for credit, interest, currency and
operational risk. The document contains an exhaustive list of approved issuers and debt
instruments which the BNB may invest in, and a list of foreign financial institutions acting
as BNB counterparties
The foreign currency reserve management is governed by rules of behaviour and procedures regulating the performance of the functions and tasks of the main structural units
responsible. The rules and procedures are included in the Manual of Business Procedures for Foreign Currency Reserve Management.

(a) Credit risk
The Bank is subject to credit risk through its trading operations and investment activities
and in cases where it acts as an intermediary on behalf of the government or other public
institutions. The Bank assumes credit risk also in operations of purchase and sale of reserve currency with commercial banks. In general, this credit risk is associated with the
probability of insolvency or bankruptcy of a BNB’s counterparty or debt issuer, in which
the Bank has invested its own funds. Credit risk is limited by setting strict requirements for
high credit ratings assigned by internationally recognized credit rating agencies.
From credit risk perspective, the Bank can currently invest in the following classes of assets:
• Bonds issued by countries, central banks, supranational and state-guaranteed institutions;
• Term deposits in foreign currency and gold placed with central banks, supranational
institutions and banks;
• Commercial paper issued by countries, supranational institutions, agencies which are
guaranteed or not guaranteed by the respective states, banks and issuers of secured
Eurobonds;
• Secured Eurobonds (securities backed by pool of assets) issued by banks in many
countries in the euro area, of which bonds issued by German and French financial institutions of the type Jumbo Pfandbriefe and Obligations Foncieres and Irish Asset
Covered Securities are currently eligible for investment;
• Bonds issued by agencies, which are not guaranteed by the states;
• Futures (bond and interest rate) traded on the international regulated markets;
• Repurchase agreements;
• Securities lending agreement programmes performed by a bank agent and/or the custodian of the securities.
A minimum exposure limit is set for investments in debt issued by countries, central banks
or state-guaranteed financial institutions. The limit defines the portion of foreign currency
reserves to be invested in the most risk-free and highly liquid asset class. The rest of the
above asset classes are subject to limits of maximum exposure. All limits take into account
the level of credit risk of the relevant asset classes.
According to the BNB Policy for counterparties in foreign currency reserve management,
foreign financial institutions acting as BNB counterparties are divided into two groups:
• Group One – financial institutions to which the BNB may have a credit exposure. These
should have long-term credit rating higher or equal to AA- according to S&P and Fitch
Ratings, or Aa3 according to Moody’s by at least two of the above indicated agencies.
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Group Two – financial institutions with which the BNB may conclude DVP (Delivery Versus Payment) transactions for the sale or purchase of securities. They should have a
short-term credit rating higher or equal to A-1 per S&P, F-1 per Fitch Ratings or P-2 per
Moody’s by at least two of the above agencies.
The investment limits of the BNB set a system of limits of maximum exposures to individual
counterparties. The set limits are calculated on the basis of internal credit ratings and the
capital of the counterparty. The internal credit rating, on its part, is a function of long-term
ratings by the above three credit ratings. In addition, based on the internal credit rating,
limits are set for the maximum term of the deposits in gold and foreign exchange placed
with commercial banks, and of the commercial paper issued by them.

(b) Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk arises in the funding of the Bank’s core activities and in the management of
positions, and has two aspects, the first aspect being the risk for the Bank of being unable
to meet its obligations when due, and the second aspect – the risk of being unable to liquidate an asset at a fair value within an appropriate time frame.
The Bank’s customers are determined by the Law on the BNB. It attracts funds by means
of a number of instruments – deposits/investment accounts, a structured indexed account
(SIA), settlement accounts and other borrowed funds, established by law. The Bank strives
to maintain a balance between the maturity of borrowed funds and that of assets through
investments in financial instruments with a range of maturities. Limits are set to ensure
minimum liquidity by type of currency. The Bank is able to provide the required liquidity by
investing in various types of instruments. This liquidity is provided on a daily basis, thus
ensuring all BNB foreign currency payments.
In addition, there are limits on the residual term to maturity for the financial instruments of
those asset classes approved for investment.
The Bank continually assesses liquidity risk by identifying and monitoring changes in funding required meeting its goals and targets set in terms of the overall Bank strategy.
As part of its overall liquidity risk management strategy the Bank has defined the requirements for the management of a liquid portfolio denominated in euro and for the maintenance of assets in other currencies which are necessary to meet its inflows and outflows.
The following table provides an analysis of the assets and liabilities of the Bank into relevant maturity groupings based on the remaining periods to repayment.

(BGN’000)
As at 30 June 2007

Assets
Cash and deposits in foreign currencies
Gold, instruments in gold and other precious metals
Investment in securities
Equity investments and quota in the IMF
Receivable from the Republic of Bulgaria
Property, plant, equipment and intangible assets
Other assets

Up to
1 month

From 1 to From 3 months
3 months
to 1 year

From 1 to
5 years

Over 5
years

Undefined
maturity

Total

3,908,135
246,740
1,043,253
72,890
-

705,193
399,464
3,186,237
-

75,510
6,769,367
-

1,820,096
-

5,073
-

11,344

11,018

19,660

85

-

- 4,613,328
502,324 1,224,038
- 12,824,026
1,376,533 1,449,423
164,829
164,829
561
42,668

5,282,362

4,301,912

6,864,537

1,820,181

5,073

2,044,247 20,318,312

Liabilities
Banknotes and coins in circulation
Due to banks and other financial institutions
3,122,710
Liabilities to government institutions and other borrowings 6,016,044
Borrowings against Republic of Bulgaria’s IMF participation
Borrowings from general resources of the IMF
Accruals and other liabilities
109,425

601,860
233

21,514
5,845

927

1,171

6,984,266
1,332,288
2,665

Total liabilities

9,248,179

602,093

27,359

927

1,171

8,319,219 18,198,948

(3,965,817)

3,699,819

6,837,178

1,819,254

Total assets

Asset-liability maturity mismatch

3,902 (6,274,972)

6,984,266
3,122,710
6,639,418
1,332,288
120,266

2,119,364
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(BGN’000)
As at 31 December 2006

Up to
1 month

From 1 to From 3 months
3 months
to 1 year

From 1 to
5 years

Over 5
years

Undefined
maturity

484,414

Total

Assets
Cash and deposits in foreign currencies
Gold, instruments in gold and other precious metals
Investment in securities
Equity investments and quota in the IMF
Receivable from the Republic of Bulgaria
Property, plant, equipment and intangible assets
Other assets

3,814,409
392,071
164,457
483,265
3,316,539 3,488,840
74,044
38,948
4,026
12,286

75,464
3,506,981
136,319
18,498

1,598,821
331,059
142

19,017
57,506
-

1,391,709
171,466
736

Total assets

7,373,475

4,415,410

3,737,262

1,930,022

76,523

2,048,325 19,581,017

Liabilities
Banknotes and coins in circulation
Due to banks and other financial institutions
3,593,746
Liabilities to government institutions and other borrowings 4,280,887
Borrowings against Republic of Bulgaria’s IMF participation
Borrowings from general resources of the IMF
Accruals and other liabilities
6,155

802,695
38,948
-

21,982
136,319
4,122

331,059
6,299

-

6,888,576
1,356,364
2,532

Total liabilities

7,880,788

841,643

162,423

337,358

-

8,247,472 17,469,684

Asset-liability maturity mismatch

(507,313)

3,573,767

3,574,839

1,592,664

76,523 (6,199,147)

4,206,480
1,226,617
11,968,687
1,465,753
506,326
171,466
35,688

6,888,576
3,593,746
5,105,564
1,356,364
506,326
19,108

2,111,333

(c) Market risk
Market risk
All trading instruments are subject to market risk, i.e., the risk of impairment as a result of
occurring changes in the market conditions. The instruments are evaluated on a daily basis at fair value which best reflects current market conditions, and all changes in them directly impact net income from banking operations. The Bank manages its portfolios in response to changing market conditions. Exposure to market risk is managed in accordance
with the risk limits formally set in the Investment Guidelines and Benchmarks for the Management of the Gross International Reserves.

Interest rate risk
The Bank’s operations are subject to the risk of interest rate fluctuations which affect the
prices of interest-earning assets (including investments) and interest-bearing liabilities.
The Bank uses modified duration as a key measurement for interest rate risk. Modified duration measures the effect of the change of the market value of an asset (liability) in response to 1 basis point (one hundredth of 1 per cent) change of the interest rate levels. In
addition, technical parameters of the portfolios such as convexity, duration in a fixed point
of the yield curve, etc., are monitored on a daily basis. For each portfolio held by the BNB
the interest rate is limited by a benchmark (model portfolio) and by the investment limits for
a maximum allowable deviation of the modified duration of the portfolio from that of the respective benchmark.
The assets and liabilities with floating interest rates involve the risk of changes in the base
which serves to determine the interest rates.
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As at 30 June 2007

Effective
rate

Total

Floating rate
instruments

Fixed rate instruments
Less than
1 month

Assets
Cash and deposits in foreign currencies
Gold, instruments in gold
and other precious metals
Investment in securities
Equity investments and quota in the IMF
Receivable from the Republic of Bulgaria
Other interest-bearing assets
Non-interest bearing assets

4.13

4,601,263

4,629

3,892,535

704,099

-

0.15
4.12

721,420
12,716,610
72,890
26,332
2,179,797

49,952
-

246,737
1,033,479
72,890
8,844
-

399,460
3,168,321
10,749
-

75,223
8,464,858
6,739
-

20,318,312

54,581

5,254,485

4,282,629

8,546,820

3,122,710

-

3,122,710

-

-

5,398,890

146,687

4,630,689

600,000

21,514

-

-

-

-

-

9,677,348

-

-

-

-

18,198,948

146,687

7,753,399

600,000

21,514

(92,106) (2,498,914)

3,682,629

8,525,306

Total

Liabilities
Due to banks and other financial institutions
Liabilities to government institutions
and other borrowings
Borrowings from general resources
of the IMF
Non-interest bearing liabilities (including
banknotes and coins in circulation)

Between
Between
1 month and 3 months
3 months and 1 year

3.79

Total
Asset/liability gap

2,119,364

(BGN’000)
As at 31 December 2006

Effective
rate

Total

Floating rate
instruments

Fixed rate instruments
Less than
1 month

Assets
Cash and deposits in foreign currencies
Gold, instruments in gold
and other precious metals
Investment in securities
Equity investments and quota in the IMF
Receivable from the Republic of Bulgaria
Other interest-bearing assets
Non-interest bearing assets

3.68

4,193,663

6,314

3,796,183

391,166

-

0.15
3.65

707,551
11,817,460
81,736
506,326
23,891
2,250,390

506,326
-

148,874
3,281,937
74,044
23,891
-

483,259
3,446,814
-

75,418
5,088,709
7,692
-

19,581,017

512,640

7,324,929

4,321,239

5,171,819

3,593,746

-

3,593,746

-

-

4,771,575

146,687

3,803,374

800,000

21,514

506,326

506,326

-

-

-

8,598,037

-

-

-

-

17,469,684

653,013

7,397,120

800,000

21,514

2,111,333 (140,373)

(72,191)

3,521,239

5,150,305

Total
Liabilities
Due to banks and other financial institutions
Liabilities to government institutions
and other borrowings
Borrowings from general resources
of the IMF
Non-interest bearing liabilities (including
banknotes and coins in circulation)
Total
Asset/liability gap

Between
Between
1 month and 3 months
3 months and 1 year

3.33
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(d) Currency risk
Currency risk exists where there is a difference between the currency structure of assets
and that of liabilities. The Bank is exposed to currency risk through transactions with financial instruments denominated in currencies other than the base currency (euro) of the
Bank.
As a result of the currency board arrangement in Bulgaria, the Bulgarian currency is
fixed to the euro. As the currency in which the Bank presents its financial statements is
the Bulgarian lev, the Bank’s financial statements are impacted by movements in the exchange rates between the currencies outside the euro area and the lev.
To minimize currency risk, a limit is set to mismatches between the currency structure of
assets and that of liabilities. According to Article 31, paragraph 3 of the Law on the BNB,
the market value of assets in a currency other than the euro, SDR and monetary gold
should not deviate by more than +/-2 per cent from the market value of liabilities denominated in the same currency.
(BGN’000)

Assets
Bulgarian lev and euro area currencies
US dollar
Japanese yen
Pound sterling
SDR
Gold
Other

Liabilities and equity
Bulgarian lev and euro area currencies
US dollar
Japanese yen
Pound sterling
SDR
Gold
Other

Net position
Bulgarian lev and euro area currencies
US dollar
Japanese yen
Pound sterling
SDR
Gold
Other

7.

30 June 2007

31 Dec. 2006

17,551,914
103,983
88
356
1,435,989
1,220,417
5,565

16,261,368
128,776
68
307
1,960,923
1,223,516
6,059

20,318,312

19,581,017

18,877,686
107,568
1,330,990
2,068

17,592,803
124,018
56
1,861,369
2,771

20,318,312

19,581,017

(1,325,772)
(3,585)
88
356
104,999
1,220,417
3,497

(1,331,435)
4,758
68
251
99,554
1,223,516
3,288

Interest income and expense
(BGN’000)

Interest income
- on securities
- on deposits
- on other

Interest expense
- on deposits
- on other

30 June 2007

30 June 2006

204,838
69,329
421

131,855
44,877
224

274,588

176,956

71,868
2,952

31,333
3,602

74,820

34,935
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8.

Other net financial income/(expense)
(BGN’000)

Net gains from operations in securities
Net gains from operations in foreign currency
Net revaluation gains on futures
Net revaluation losses on securities
Net revaluation losses on foreign currency
assets and liabilities
Net (losses)/gains from revaluation of gold and precious metals

9.

30 June 2007

30 June 2006

9,094
84
1,286
(3,344)

25,043
105
1,944
(157,598)

(916)
(3,017)

(3,052)
98,957

3,187

(34,601)

Other operating income
(BGN’000)

Net income from disposal of non-current assets
Turnover of subsidiaries
Income from sales of coins
Dividend income
Other income, net

30 June 2007

30 June 2006

11,094
1,095
729
3,281

80
9,900
363
3,208

16,199

13,551

Other income includes income from the derecognition of the old coins and banknotes still
subject to exchange in the amount of BGN 2240 thousand (31 December 2006: BGN 4450
thousand).

10. Operating expenses
(BGN’000)

Personnel costs
Administrative expenses
Depreciation
Other expenses

30 June 2007

30 June 2006

12,964
17,895
7,807
2,500

12,297
15,272
7,101
1,212

41,166

35,882

Personnel costs include salaries, social and health security accrued under the provision
of local legislation as at 30 June 2007 respectively: for BNB – BGN 10,160 thousand, for
the Printing Works – BGN 1827 thousand, and for the State Mint – BGN 977 thousand. The
number of employees of the Bank and its subsidiaries was 1250 in 2007 (in 2006: 1264),
including BNB staff of 910 in 2007 (in 2006: 928).
In accordance with the requirements of the Labour Code on termination of the labour contract of an employee, who has become entitled to retirement, the Bank is obliged to pay
him a compensation amounting to double his gross monthly salary. If the employee has
been employed in the Bank for the last ten years, the amount of the compensation due is
six times his gross monthly salary.

-Consolidated Financial Statements as at 30 June 2007 (unaudited)

Interest expenses on deposits in BGN paid to the government are BGN 57,006 thousand
as at 30 June 2007 and interest paid on deposits in foreign currency to the government is
BGN 11,303 thousand. Interest expenses on deposits in BGN of other state organisations
are BGN 1270 thousand as at 30 June 2007 and on deposits in foreign currency
BGN 2290 thousand.
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Based on actuarial calculations, the Bank has accrued retirement compensation liabilities
to the personnel in the amount of BGN 117 thousand and unused annual leave of BGN
1003 thousand (30 June 2006: BGN 221 thousand and BGN 360 thousand). The retirement compensation and unused annual leave for the subsidiaries of the Bank as at 30
June 2007 are BGN 232 thousand and BGN 100 thousand (30 June 2006: BGN 25 thousand and BGN 76 thousand).
Administrative expenses include also the currency circulation expenses of the BNB
amounting to BGN 9336 thousand as at 30 June 2007 (30 June 2006: BGN 6523 thousand).

11. Cash and deposits in foreign currencies
(BGN’000)

30 June 2007

31 Dec. 2006

8,926
4,757
4,599,646

8,001
6,462
4,192,017

4,613,328

4,206,480

Foreign currency cash
Current accounts with other banks
Deposits in foreign currency

Cash and deposits in foreign currencies with correspondents are disclosed as follows:
(BGN’000)

30 June 2007

31 Dec. 2006

2,664,866
87

2,191,004
70

2,664,953

2,191,074

1,837,204
111,171

1,948,882
66,524

1,948,375

2,015,406

4,613,328

4,206,480

Euro area residents
In EUR
In other foreign currencies

Non euro area residents
In EUR
In other foreign currencies

12. Gold, instruments in gold and other precious metals
30 June 2007
Troy
ounces’000 BGN’000
Gold bullion in standard form
Gold deposits in standard form
Gold in other form
Other precious metals
Other instruments in gold

513
686
17
80

483,161
646,203
15,830
3,333
75,511
1,224,038

31 Dec. 2006
Troy
ounces’000 BGN’000
513
686
17
80

484,414
647,722
15,962
3,055
75,464
1,226,617

Gold deposits in standard form include gold held with correspondents. This gold earns
interest at rates between 0.01 per cent and 0.04 per cent per annum.
The other instruments denominated in gold are held to maturity and earn interest of 1.31
per cent per annum.
Gold in other form includes gold commemorative coins of BGN 15,830 thousand. Other
precious metals include silver commemorative coins of BGN 286 thousand and platinum
commemorative coins of BGN 3047 thousand.
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(BGN’000)

Securities at fair value through profit and loss

Foreign treasury bills, notes and bonds

30 June 2007

31 Dec. 2006

12,824,026

11,968,687

12,824,026

11,968,687

Debt securities comprise both EUR and USD-denominated coupon and discount securities. The coupon interest on the EUR-denominated securities reaches 4.10 per cent.
As at 30 June 2007 the value of securities pledged as collateral on futures transactions
amounts to BGN 19,623 thousand.
The securities issued by foreign governments and other issuers with credit rating graded
by at least two of the three credit rating agencies – Standard & Poor’s, Fitch Ratings, or the
corresponding Moody’s ratings – are disclosed as follows:
(BGN’000)

Issuers’ rating
Investment grade securities

ААА
АА+
АА
AAА+

30 June 2007

31 Dec. 2006

8,149,543
2,515,940
1,328,845
423,890
405,808

8,776,027
1,473,739
947,726
771,195
-

12,824,026

11,968,687

14. Receivables from the government of the Republic of Bulgaria
The receivables from the government of the Republic of Bulgaria matched to the
government’s borrowings from the IMF were repaid ahead of the repayment schedule on
24 April 2007 in accordance with the Government Debt Management Strategy for the 2006
to 2008 Period.
(BGN’000)

Year

30 June 2007

31 Dec. 2006

2007
2008
2009
2010

-

175,267
175,267
116,844
38,948

-

506,326

15. Equity investments and quota in the IMF
(BGN’000)

Republic of Bulgaria’s quota in the IMF
Equity investments in international financial institutions
Equity investments in domestic companies

30 June 2007

31 Dec. 2006

1,405,470
29,317
14,635

1,430,540
22,351
12,862

1,449,423

1,465,753

The Republic of Bulgaria’s quota in the IMF is SDR 640,200 thousand. The Republic of
Bulgaria’s quota in the IMF represents the reserve tranche held with the IMF: BGN 72,890
thousand. The IMF pays remuneration (interest) to those member states which have a remunerated reserve tranche position at 4.04 per cent on average for the period.
The equity investments in international financial institutions include the equity investment
in the Bank for International Settlements (BIS), Basle. Twenty-five per cent of the equity in-
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vestment in BIS Basle is paid up. The current value of these shares is SDR 10,000 thousand, which as at 30 June 2007 is equal to BGN 22,341 thousand (31 December 2006:
BGN 23,696 thousand (refer note 29 (i)).
The capital subscribed but not paid in has an option to be paid in within three months
upon a decision of the BIS Board of Governors.
The equity investments in international financial institutions do not exceed 10 per cent of
the paid-in capital of the respective institution.
Upon accession of the Republic of Bulgaria to the European Union on 1 January 2007, the
Bulgarian National Bank became a full-fledged member of the ESCB. In compliance with
the effective legislative framework, the national central banks of the countries which have
not introduced the euro are required to pay effectively 7 per cent of the subscribed capital. The BNB’s share in the ESCB capital is EUR 3,561,868.99 or BGN 6966 thousand.
Pursuant to a decision of the BNB Governing Council, the Bank shall contribute to the capital of the newly established Cash Services Company with a monetary and non-monetary
contribution of movable property, by subscribing 2500 shares to the capital of the Centre
with the par value of each share amounting to BGN 1000.
The Bank exercises substantial influence on the financial and operational policies of the
associated companies specified below, and its equity investments in domestic companies
may be analyzed as follows:
Name of institution

Holding, %

Associated companies
Bankservice
BORICA
International Bank Institute
Cash Services Company
Central Depository

36
36
42
20
25

Principal activity

Interbank clearing
Servicing bank card payments
Financial training and research
Agent for corporate securities
Processing BNB and banks’ valuable parcels
of Bulgarian banknotes and coins

16. Property, plant, equipment and intangible assets
(BGN’000)

Land and Equipment
buildings

Motor
vehicles

Fixtures
and fittings

Assets in
progress

Other

Intangible
assets

Total

Cost or valuation
As at 1 January 2007
Additions
Disposals
Transfers

122,768
38
(392)
-

84,625
300
(3,437)
1,128

4,482
(65)
-

4,540
49
(52)
185

7,242
1,188
(10)
(2,273)

304
-

18,165
(154)
960

242,126
1,575
(4,100)
-

As at 30 June 2007

122,414

82,626

4,417

4,722

6,147

304

18,971

239,601

Depreciation
As at 1 January 2007
Charge for the period
On disposals

(12,616)
(1,636)
-

(46,151)
(4,304)
3,419

(2,684)
(242)
65

(2,357)
(222)
49

-

(174)
(21)
-

(6,678)
(1,374)
154

(70,660)
(7,799)
3,687

As at 30 June 2007

(14,252)

(47,036)

(2,861)

(2,530)

-

(195)

(7,898)

(74,772)

Net book value as at
30 June 2007

108,162

35,590

1,556

2,192

6,147

109

11,073

164,829

Net book value as at
31 December 2006

110,152

38,474

1,798

2,183

7,242

130

11,487

171,466

The intangible assets of BGN 18,971 thousand as at 30 June 2007 (31 December 2006:
BGN 18,165 thousand) include licenses to the amount of BGN 8992 thousand (31 December 2006: BGN 9058 thousand), software to the amount of BGN 9360 thousand (31 December 2006: BGN 8487 thousand) and other intangible assets utilized by the Bank and
its subsidiaries.
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(BGN’000)

Balances of subsidiaries held with local banks
Precious metal commemorative coins for sale
Inventories
Accounts receivable
Prepaid expenses
Other

30 June 2007

31 Dec. 2006

26,332
561
8,248
6,936
110
481

23,718
736
7,506
1,089
715
1,924

42,668

35,688

18. Due to banks and other financial institutions
(BGN’000)

Demand deposits from banks and other financial institutions:
- in BGN
- in foreign currency

30 June 2007

31 Dec. 2006

1,198,645
1,924,065

1,540,437
2,053,309

3,122,710

3,593,746

The Bank does not pay interest on demand deposits from banks and other financial institutions. Included in demand deposits is BGN 2874 million representing the required reserves, which all local banks are required to maintain with the BNB as part of their current
accounts (31 December 2006: BGN 3293 million).

19. Liabilities to government institutions and other borrowings
(BGN’000)

Current accounts:
- in BGN
- in foreign currency
Time deposit accounts:
- in BGN
- in foreign currency

30 June 2007

31 Dec. 2006

675,256
708,698

106,650
369,109

4,315,734
939,730

3,684,025
945,780

6,639,418

5,105,564

Deposits and current accounts of government institutions with the Bank comprise funds
held on behalf of state budget and other government organizations. No interest is payable
on the current accounts. Government deposit accounts in USD earn interest between 4.82
per cent and 4.98 per cent. Government deposit accounts in EUR earn interest between
3.22 per cent and 3.76 per cent and those in BGN earn interest between 3.14 per cent and
3.79 per cent.

20. Borrowings against the Republic of Bulgaria’s participation in the IMF
The borrowings against Bulgaria’s participation in the IMF as at 30 June 2007 amount to
BGN 1,322,801 thousand – SDR 605,390 thousand (31 December 2006: BGN 1,389,481
thousand – SDR 605,457 thousand).
Borrowings from the IMF are denominated in SDR. Borrowings related to Bulgaria’s IMF
quota are non-interest bearing with no stated maturity. The borrowings against the Republic of Bulgaria’s participation in the IMF include account No.1 of the IMF for administrative
expenses denominated in BGN and amounting to BGN 3523 thousand (31 December
2006: BGN 3701 thousand).
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21. Borrowings from general resources of the IMF
(BGN’000)

Extended fund facility

30 June 2007

31 Dec. 2006

-

506,326

-

506,326

Borrowings from the general resources of the IMF were repaid ahead of the repayment
schedule on 24 April 2007. Borrowing from general resources of the IMF correspond to the
receivables from the government and are paid in accordance with the repayment schedules of the agreements with the IMF (refer note 14).

22. Banknotes and coins in circulation
(BGN’000)

Banknotes in circulation
Coins in circulation

30 June 2007

31 Dec. 2006

6,874,277
109,989

6,781,539
107,037

6,984,266

6,888,576

23. Accruals and other liabilities
(BGN’000)

European Commission funds
Salaries and social security payable
Deferred income
Other liabilities

30 June 2007

31 Dec. 2006

103,718
2,954
3,265
10,329

1,883
6,299
10,926

120,266

19,108

As a Member State of the EU from 1 January 2007 Bulgaria is required to contribute to the
EU budget. Pursuant to Article 9 of Council Regulation No.1150/2000, the bank opened an
account in euro and in levs in the name of the European Commission. Payment instructions
related to transactions on these accounts shall be given by persons authorised by the
Commission.
Deferred income includes the amount of BGN 2287 thousand which represents the deferred
income from the old banknotes which are not in circulation, the term for their exchange has
not expired and the income is recognized over the period of three years (2005–2007).

24. Capital and reserves
The capital of the Bank is determined in the Law on the BNB and amounts to BGN 20,000
thousand.
Non-current asset and commemorative coin revaluation reserves comprise the cumulative
net change in fair values of certain groups of tangible non-current assets, equity investments and commemorative coins.
In accordance with the Law on the BNB, net profit arising from the revaluation of assets
and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies or gold is transferred to a special reserve
account. The special reserve includes the monetary asset revaluation.
Other reserves include the transfers to reserves of 25 per cent of the annual excess of revenue over expenditure and reserves upon a decision of the Governing Council.

25. Minority interest
BNB Printing Works AD is a joint-stock company with two shareholders: the BNB and the
government represented by the Minister of Finance. The Bulgarian National Bank holds
95.6 per cent of the company’s equity. In 2005 the State, as represented by the Minister of
Finance, acquired 4.4 per cent of the company’s capital – 3093 shares with par value of
BGN 1000.
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(BGN’000)

Gross international foreign exchange reserves
Cash and deposits in foreign currencies
Monetary gold and other instruments in gold
Debt securities investments
Equity investments and quota in the IMF
Monetary liabilities
Banknotes and coins in circulation
Due to banks and other financial institutions
Liabilities to government institutions
Other borrowings
Surplus of gross international foreign exchange
reserves over monetary liabilities

30 June 2007

31 Dec. 2006

4,613,328
1,204,876
12,824,026
72,890

4,206,480
1,207,600
11,968,687
74,045

18,715,120

17,456,812

6,984,266
3,122,157
6,282,636
461,053

6,888,576
3,593,538
4,981,971
123,800

16,850,112

15,587,885

1,865,008

1,868,927

The interest receivable and interest payable is included within the value of underlying financial assets and liabilities.
The monetary gold is marked to market based on the official London Bullion Market closing price at the BNB balance sheet date.

27. Related party transactions
(i)

Bulgarian Government
International Monetary Fund
All the borrowings of the government of the Republic of Bulgaria from the IMF are undertaken through the Bank. The government’s borrowings from the IMF, as shown on the balance sheet of the Bank, are matched by a receivable from the government. For the Bank
to eliminate any foreign exchange risk, the government receivable is denominated in SDR.
The interest on these borrowings is paid directly by the government. Accordingly, no interest revenue is included in these accounts for the receivable from the government, nor is
any interest expense included in the government’s portion of the IMF borrowings.
The IMF quota is secured by promissory notes jointly signed by the Bank and the Government (ref. note 20).

Government bank accounts
Government budget organizations and other government organizations have current accounts and time deposits with the Bank (refer note 19).

Fiduciary activities
In accordance with the Law on the BNB and under the terms agreed upon with the Ministry of Finance, the BNB acts as a public debt agent. With regard to this role, BNB performs
agent and central depository services related to the administration and management of
government securities issued by the Ministry of Finance. The Bank receives income for
providing these services. These securities are not assets or liabilities of the BNB and are
not recognized in the consolidated balance sheet. The Bank is not exposed to any credit
risk relating to such placements, as it does not guarantee these investments. As at 30
June 2007 the par value of the total securities held in custody was BGN 3024 million (31
December 2006: BGN 2935 million).
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28. Subsidiaries
(%)

Ownership interest

30 June 2007

31 Dec. 2006

100
95.6

100
95.6

State Mint
BNB Printing Works (refer note 25)

The net income from subsidiaries for the period comprises net profit of BGN 269 thousand
from the State Mint (31 December 2006: BGN 1327 thousand) and BGN 2437 thousand
from the BNB Printing Works (31 December 2006: BGN 1824 thousand).

29. Commitments and contingencies
(i)

Participation in the Bank for International Settlements
The Bank holds 8000 shares of the capital of BIS, Basle, each amounting to SDR 5000.
Twenty-five per cent of the equity investment in BIS, Basle is paid up. The capital subscribed but not paid in is with an option to be paid in within three months following a decision of the BIS Board of Governors. The contingent amount as at 30 June 2007 is BGN
65,847 thousand (31 December 2006: BGN 67,024 thousand).

(ii) IMF quota and borrowings
The IMF quota and borrowings are supported by promissory notes jointly signed by the
Bank and the government of the Republic of Bulgaria amounting to BGN 1,322,801 thousand.

(iii) Capital commitments
As at 30 June 2007 the Bank has committed to BGN 3771 thousand to purchase non-current assets (31 December 2006: BGN 1910 thousand).

(iv) There are no other outstanding guarantees, letters of credit or commitments
to purchase or sell either gold, other precious metals or foreign currency.

30. Events subsequent to the balance sheet date
There are no events subsequent to the balance sheet date of such a nature that they
would require additional disclosures or adjustments to the consolidated financial statements.
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18 January

Amendments to BNB Ordinance No 3 on Funds Transfers and Payment Systems were approved.

1 February

Amendments to BNB Ordinance No 18 of 2005 on the Control over Quality of Banknotes and
Coins in Cash Circulation were approved.
Internal Rules on BNB Cash Operations were approved.

15 February

BNB regional cash centrеs in Rousse and Bourgas were closed.
As of 28 February 2007 the Bulgarian National Bank put into circulation a silver commemorative
three-component coin ‘Boris Hristov’ of the ‘Great Bulgarian Voices’ series.
Amendments to BNB Ordinance No 26 on Foreign Exchange Transactions of Brokerage
Financial Houses were approved.
New selling prices of banknotes and coins sold by the BNB at prices other than their nominal
value were approved.

15 March

The report on BNB budget implementation as of 31 December 2006 was approved.
As of 12 April 2007 the Bulgarian National Bank put into circulation a silver commemorative coin
‘The Bulgarian Mountains’ of the ‘National Parks and Reserves’ series with a nominal value of
BGN 10, issue 2007.

27 March

As of 3 May 2007 the Bulgarian National Bank put into circulation a gold commemorative coin
‘St George the Victorious’ of the ‘Bulgarian Iconography’ series with a nominal value of BGN 20,
issue 2007.
As of 3 May 2007 the Bulgarian National Bank put into circulation a gold commemorative
coin ‘St George the Victorious’ of the ‘Bulgarian Iconography’ series with a nominal value of BGN
100, issue 2007.

12 April

The BNB gave its consent for incorporation of a joint-stock company under the trade name of
Cash Services Company with the BNB, DSK Bank, UniCredit Bulbank and United Bulgarian Bank
founder shareholders.

24 April

The BNB Annual Report for 2006 was approved.

19 June

BNB Operational Risk Management Policy was approved
The System for Electronic Payments (SEP Bulgaria) AD, Sofia, was granted a license for carrying
out activities on the territory of the Republic of Bulgaria as a system operator of a payment
system based on a ‘mobile payment’ electronic payment instrument pursuant to the Law on Funds
Transfers, Electronic Payment Instruments and Payment Systems.

Major Resolutions of the BNB Governing Council

Major Resolutions of the BNB Governing Council
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The methodology and scope of the respective indicators are comprehensively presented in 2007 BNB Monthly Bulletin issues.

